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1. 
IlOTRODilCTIOH 
Msa's quest for improveniBnt is eteimal. It covers all fields of 
hmnan activity and endeavour. In the improvement of domestic animals, 
conscious efforts have probably been going on sinoe dozaestication began. 
The history of domostication and of the begiiminss of systematic live­
stock inproveraent can be found in most text books on animl breeding. 
Introduction of new iypes of livestock \ms an important part of 
these efforts in individual regions. Early attempts of this nature 
were more or less localized for the want of a •well developed system of 
transporfcioh/.Ijavaders and iamigrants often carried some of their own 
livestock to -ttie new lands. This stock vjas then interred urith the 
existixig animals in the land of conquest or insnigration, or was main­
tained Bs a distinct group. The results of such introductions have 
varied. In general, tlie introduction of farm livestock in virgin areas 
has been euooessful. Introduction of new tjrpes of livestock into areas 
vjliera Yiell adapted indigenous stock already existed has not always been 
of tinqualified benefit. To this category belongs the introduction of 
European breeds of cattle into India, 
Iftnaerous organized and unorganized efforts have been made to improve 
local Indian stock by introducing several breeds of European cattle, 
IHie to various reasons connected mth economic, climatic and disease 
conditions, herds of pure bred European cattle havie not boon established 
in India on any siaablo soale, T3ie introduction of European cattle 
generally took the form of importing bulls and resorting to "cross 
breeding"# The terra, cross breeding,has acquired a special meaning in 
India (J'jacGKiokin, 1937)» It refers almost exclusively to breeding of 
indigenous stock to European, Thus breeding of Sindhi animals to Jersey, 
Holstein-Priesian or aty other breed of European cattle is called 
"cross breeding"3 while interbreeding of two breeds of Indism cattle 
is not always termed such. 
The main purpose of introducing European breeds of cattle, or of 
"cross breeding'^ has been to increase the milk yield. Although some 
individual cows of Indian breeds in certain heards have produced well 
over 10,000 pounds of milk in a year (Olver, 1934; Sayer, 1936), the 
average yield of Indian cows retnains low. The annual milk yield has 
been estimated at 600 pounds per cow (Wright, 1937) for the whole countiy 
and 943 pounds per cow for certain oa-fctle breeding areas (Olver, 1937, a) 
In a later report (Anoi^mious, 1942), the estimated annual average yields 
are stated to range from 65 pounds to 1442 pounds in different regions 
with an all-India average of 487 pounds per cow. These figures undoubted 
ly provide adequate reason for attec^ts to increase the milk production. 
In recent years, particularly after the publication of the Seport of the 
Royal Coraznission on -Agriculture in 1928, "cross breeding" as a mathod 
of improving milk yields of Indian cattle has mot with disfavor from 
government officials. Colonel Sir Arthur Olver (1937, b, p, 463), 
Animal Husbandry Eajxjrt, Imperial Cotmoil of Agricultural Research, 
stated! 
s. 
For years past it has boon demonstrated by orgajiizations 
suoh as the Military Dairj'- Fanas that oross-bred cattle 
from Indian cov^s by sires of European blood, in spite of 
heavy capital and recurring expenditure involved, are 
generally, under their special conditions of zaanageBent, 
more profitable dairy animls than ordinary Indian covra. 
On the other hand, there is ample evidenoo to show that 
where control is inadequate or inexpert, the pursuit of 
suoh a policy leads to isimediate loss of type, rapid 
degeneration and high siisceptibility to disease# 
The same author expressed his opinion in a later statesient {Olver, 
1038, p. 493)J 
The improvement of livestock and of cattle in particular, 
is indeed a matter of great social as tsell as eccnomic im­
portance and urgency in India and it is necessary to emphasize 
that it Iioe now been amply shorwn that it is unnecessary and 
unsound as a general policy to attempt to introduce European 
breeds of cattle into India. 
The adaptabilily of the new stock to the environnients of the region 
where it is introduced is important. Hagedoom (1946) has amply em­
phasized this. The problem of the suitability of a particular European 
breed of cattle for introduction into India has not been extensively 
studied. Many characters such as resistance to disease, ability to 
withstand climatic conditions, adaptabiliiy to a comparatively low 
plamof husbandry and the like, must be studied before this question 
can be settled. 
Groarbh, lyhether measured in weight or in linear dimensiona, is on» 
such attribute -Hhich reflects tlie suitability of a breed or strain to a 
j®,rticular enviroaiaent. It is probably not so directly important for 
dairy cattle as for animals used for producing meat. Its importance as 
an index of constitution, vigor, maturity and general desirability is 
clear, however. In this study an attempt has been made to evaluate the 
4. 
differences in grovrbh of Sindhi and crosses of Sindhi vdth Jersey, 
Brown Smss, Hols-bein-Friesian and CJuoiMisey broods of cattlc. 
5, 
W7m{ Of LIEiyiTUEE 
Growth of European Breeds of Dairy Cattlo 
Eckles initiated iavostigations m growth of dairjr oattle in 
1906 (Brody and Rags dale 1921)» Out of this project have ootoe raanj'' 
reports various workers on different phases of growth in daiiy 
oattle. EoTcles (1915) studied the effect of feeding and age of 
oalvitJg on the growth of dairy heifers, Ee ccaioluded that hoa*7y 
feeding resulted In rapid growth but the light fed animals continued 
to grow for a longer period. lie also observed that the difference in 
feeding had more effect upon the weight than on the skeleton and that 
gestation did not hinder growth while lactation did, 
Eckles Eind Swett (1918) studied the influence of birth weight, 
breed, gestation, plane of nutrition and similar factors on the groi'fUi 
of dairy heifers. They concluded that weight at birth and pregnancy 
did not influence the growth of dairy cattle and tliat the plane of 
joutrition and lactation had important effects. They found that the 
grovjth of Jerseys and Holsteins was similar up to 24 months of age. 
After that, the Holsteins grew at a faster rate. The authors found 
breed differences in the age at laaturi-iy, Jersey animals reaching 
skeletal maturity between -Uiree and four years while the Holstein animals 
did so between four and five years, Eckles (1920) presented growth 
cuiTres for weight and height based on monthly observations on Jersey, 
6. 
liolstoin-Friosian, AyrsMre and dairy Shorthorn com at tho University 
of -iissouri. fam. 
Turner, et al» (1923) studied the grovrth of covre in the Jersey 
iJagister of isarit, from one and a loalf to 17 years cf age, 3rody and 
fiagsdale (1923) presented those data together with those froa the 
Uiaiveraily of I^issouri flarra and forniulated a curve for the relation 
"between height at vjithers and body v/eight for Holstein and Jersey cows. 
Ilie authors postulated tliat the TiTOight-height relationship -was the same 
for all oowa. Ragsdale et al. (1926) added data from the United States 
liepartment of Agriculture and the liansas iiigrioultural Experiinsnt Station 
to those from tlie University of Missouri farm. They also included 
inforsTiation on growtli of male calves at the University of sSLsscuri farm, 
Tlie authors presented data on prenatal and post-natal grovrt±L and 
postulated that a "break" ocourred in the prenatal groiTth at about six 
montlis of pregnancy and in post-natal grovrfch at about four joonths of age. 
The authors raised the question as to vjhat was to be considered "normal" 
grovrth. Eagsdalo and Eogan (l930) studied measurenrants of Jersey and 
Holstein cattle on iiissouri farms and presented prediction charts for 
growth of cattle, 
Ashton (1930) measured over 1500 cattle of Erorm Swiss, Brittany, 
Laaibardy, Beef Shorthorn, Dairy Shorthorn and Ayrshire breeds in Europe 
and the British islands. He presented information on tlie grovrth of these 
aninals, Bartlett and Jaineson (19S1) studied the grosrth of IiJilking 
Shorthorn animals at Heading, England, and constructed a table for 
normal grovrbh of cows up to five years of ago. 
7. 
Esp© et al. (1932) studied the growth of oattle at Iowa Stats 
College dairy fara and made ooitiparisoas with data published elsevjhere, 
Jiagsdale (1934) oomfainod the existing informtion from Iowa, Kansas 
and iiissouri and prosented growth standards for dairy cattle, lilorrison 
(1946) suBBTiariaed available iirPorjaation on -wBights and heights of 
males and feraales of the %TShire, CJuemsey, Jersey and Holstein breeds 
and presented tables of noiroal growth froin birth to two years of age. 
iie used data from Iowa, Kansas, I?issourij Ifebrasl-saa South Carolina and 
West Virginia ilgrioultural ifeperirMat Stations and from the united States 
Department of Agriculture, The nmrgjers on -sshich the averages -rrere based 
varied, being larger for earlier ages. The averages for height were 
based on smaller nuntoers than those for weight and tlie number of mles 
included vma sraaller than the nuiriber of females. 
Growth of Indian Cattle 
Seports on grovrfch of cattle in India are not ntunerous. Several 
reports mentioning birth v/eights of varioi;^ breeds of cattle have been 
publisioed. Sayer (1934) reported gronth of 63 Salaiwal calvos. These 
mre divided into two groups. One group of 30 calves ms under special 
feeding and the other group of 33 calves mis under ordinary feeding. 
He reported -waeldy weights of these animals from birth to 25 vreeks of 
age. He also reported -woefcly treights of 12 specially fed calves from 
birth to 52 vreeks of a^e. He fitted a linear regression and a parabola 
to the data for 63 calves (birth to 26 -weelcs) and concluded that the 
growtli of ordinarily fed calves was more unifora than that of specially 
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fed oal-TOS. He found no significant differences in growth of the two 
groups for tho first 19 fToelos, after v/hich the special group gained more, 
•Ayyar (1935) studied the Tfeishts of tho satae 63 Sahi-ml calves 
reported by Sayer (1934). H© found a correlation of 0.9936 between 
the -weight and the age (birth to 26 vfooks) for tho special oalTes 
and 0.9966 for the ordinary calves. Those cor re l"t iocs aptxirontly 
ccncezmed isieekly ssemi TOip'hts. The author conp-itod linear regressions, 
end concluded that the grcrErbh rates of tho two groups of calves were 
different. Tho linear regressions fitted poorly, hoivever. TIig author 
also attempted to fit logaritliaic linos and, finding then unsatisfactory, 
fitted parabolic curves to tho data. 
Saysr (1936) reported weights of Sahiml cattle in th^ ?usa herd 
under two systems of feeding and mx3B.gem.ont; one called ordinary and 
the other designed to promote early mturity. In tliis report, he 
presented individual "weekly Tseights of eight calves in each group from 
birth to 22 weeks. He also presented vreishts of 37 fe.nales and 27 
males at bir12i, at Z4: "weeks aiid at 40 fjeeks. He attempted to show 
tJiat tlie animals fed for early tnaturity grow faster tlian those fed 
vinder the ordinary system. A comparison with the wokly weights repojrfced 
by the author earlier (Sayer, 1934) shotw that the vfeights of calves 
in both groups reported in 1956 were little lower than those reported in 
1934. The differences betvreen the tvio groups •srere of about the same 
magnitude in both reports. 
9 
Growth of Crosses Botv/eon Indian and European Cattle 
lush et al« (1930) studied the growth of high grade Herefords, 
half-blood Brahiaans and quarter-^lood Bi^unans on range in Texas. 
The animls called lialf-blood and quarter-blood Brah3Dans were obtained 
by the use of three different bulls, none of v/hioh was a pure bredj 
one iTas three-quarter blood Brahinanj anotlier ms sixty-one sisty-
fourths and the tliird ms about fifteen-sixteenths Brahiaan. Kie tem, 
Brahsana is not explained but probably applied in this case to animals 
of ITellore and Kidshaa Valley breeding. At any rate thoy were descended 
from oattle of tlie hea-vy draft type v/hich had been imported from India 
in 1906 or earlier (Lush^ 1949)• The authors fotmd that at about 30 
months the quarter-blood Brahmans were slightly heavier tlian the half-
blood Brahmans or high grade Herefords, It ms concluded tliat the 
breed differences wero relatively uniE5>ortant as compared with differ­
ences traceable to the condition of pastures, 
Littlewood (1933) reported on cross breeding between Sindhi and 
-yrsliire in JIadras, la this project, the first generation half bred 
bulls -tvore used on the first generation co^, the second generation 
bulls on the second generation cows and so on. In this way the strain 
retained half the imported blood and half the native blood. He pre­
sented the biirbh weight of Kiales and females and the weight, height at 
withers and heart giirth of oows at four years (Table l). 
10. 
Tablo 1, ITeight at birth and 
girth at four years 
( Littlowood , 19 33 ) . 
xTeight, hci,r;ht and heart 
for Ayrshiro-Siudhi crosses 
Tfeight at birth , 
liklo Pomle 
(pounds ) (pouiads) 
Females at four yoars 
Weight Height Girth 
(pounds) (inches) (inches) 
Po 
"^4 
Pc 
52.0 
59.0 
54.0 
49,0 
51.0 
40.0 
46.0 
4S.0 
48.5 
859 
750 
701 
755 
47.5 
46.5 
45.0 
43.5 
67.5 
G5,0 
63.5 
61,0 
He (Littlewood, 1933a p» 327) stated i 
The calves of tho second, third, etc, generations do not 
grow so well as the calvesj this, no doiibt, is partly 
due to haoid feeding .... 
Uegarding the mature weights, this author (Littlewood, 1923, p. 331) 
statedt 
Both height and girth are decreasing in each generation and 
the anioals appoar to be reverting i^ iore toxmrds tlie size of 
the Sindhi dam. The highest ivelght of an oow is 952 lbs. 
and tho lowest tTeight is 776 lbs., tho largest co\=f standing 51 
inches and the smallest 45 inches. In Fg COBS the heaviest 
cow is 894 lbs. and the ssjallest is 672 lbs., the heights 
beojog 51 inches and 44 inches. In Fg the heaviest oow is 796 
lbs. and the siaallest 576 lbs., tho heights being 47^- inches 
and 43§ inches. 
Schutte (1935) studied tlie grovstix of crosses between local "un­
improved" stock and five breeds of cattle under rar^e conditions in a 
somi-arid area in South Africa. In this experiment, bulls of Hereford, 
Shorthorn, Sussex, Aberdeen-Angus and Africander breeds were used on 
oows of miscellaneous aaoestiy and the growth of the half bred progeny 
tjaa studied. The author studied weights and a nun&er of body ineasure-
Eients and found that the growth from weaning to maturity -was seasonal. 
11 
Ho also found that tho crosses with Hereford and v/ith Sussex exceeded 
the crosses mth Aberdeen-Angus and Africander in "weights and most 
body jiieasuremonts, while the crosses "Vfith ^^liorthoms occupied an inter­
mediate position# Ilovre (1946) s'fcudied the growth of various crosses 
of SahiTsal "svlth Jersey, Guernsey and Holstein-Friesian oa"ttle in Jamaica. 
He concluded that animals •with Sahiml blood Iiad. higher birth "weights 
and grer/ more rapidly tlian purebared European cattle. 5io found that the 
increase "Bias proportional to the amount of Sahimil blood. In this S"fcudy 
Howe did not have any animal lia"ving more than 50 per cent Sahiwal blood. 
12. 
m IIWESTIGATIO!! 
Iflaterial 
Looation of the hord 
Tho data used in this study were obtained from records kept at 
tho Allahabad Agriculture Institute, Allahabad (United Provinces), 
India, Allahabad is located at longitude 81° 44' E., latitude 25*^ 27* K., 
at an elevation of 322 feet above mean sea level. The annual mean min­
imum temperature is 66,4° F,, and tho iiean maximusi temperature is 90,1°F, 
The average annual rainfall is 41,8 inches (India Mateorological Uepart-
iTssnt, 1949). The ?anter temperatures reach lows of 32-34° F, and tlie 
suimner temperatures go as high as 118-120° F, The rainfall is received 
mainly in July, August and September. 
A brief history of tlie heird 
A herd of oattlo was started at Allahabad Agricultural Institute in 
1910, Several breeds of Indian cattle as well as their crosses liirith four 
breeds of European cattle were used. Originally, cows of Hissar and Gir 
breeds -were kept. Some Sahiyial oo\7s trere purchased in. 1916 and the first 
Sindhi cows -were obtained in 1917 (Higginbottom, 1949), In 1S23, 32 Sindhi 
0017S and one Sindhi bull vrere purchased. In 1929, 12 Sindhi cows, 12 
Kankrej cov/s and eight Hariana cows were bought. Sixteen ^indhi cows were 
obtained in 1932. Four Sindhi bulls were obtained in 1935 from tho hord 
kept at the Agricultural College, Poom, India (Schneider, 1949), 
And 16 Sindhi cows were purchased in the aamo year. The last purchase 
of Sindhi aniwals was in 1946 when 12 cows -were obtained (Joshi, 1949)• 
A oonBignseat of two Jersey hulls, one Brovci Swiss bull, oxie 
Holstein-Friesian bull and one Guernsey bull, donated by various 
individuals in the United States of .Aiaerica, was received in 1921. All 
these aniimls died during the process of inmimization against Rlnderpaat 
in November of the same year. On hearing of the situation, donors of tlie 
first lot offered to repeat their gifts, A second set of five bulls 
reached Bombay in the fall of 1922, One of these vias killed during un­
loading from the ship. The remaining four reached Allahabad safely 
and remained in service in the herd for varying joeriods of tiros (Higgin-
bottom, 1949), In 1925, four bulls, two Jersey, one Brovai Svriss and one 
Holstein-Friesian, were imported. Still another consignment of five 
bulls, one Jersey, one Brovm S-wias, two Holstein-Friesian and one Guernsey 
ms received in tlie \7inter of 1926 (Joshi, 1949), A Jersey bull was 
obtained from Morvi State (Kathia-war, India) in 1942 and another Jersey 
bull -was imported from Australia in 1946. 
By 1934, animals of Sindhi breeding vmvQ most numerous in the herd. 
At this time, oaws of Sindhi, Jersey-Sindhi, Broam Sv/iss-Sindhi, Holetein-
Sindhi and Guemsey-Sindhi -were in the herd (Schneider, 1944), A policy 
of baokorossing the first crosses to the Sindhi breed -ma initiated about 
•ttiis time. The data used in the present study hare oome from obseinra-
tions on animals produced as a result of this policy. 
u« 
Management of the herd 
The management of the herd has "boca subject to all tlie oi^iinary 
variations resulting fron the ohangos in economic conditions and from 
shifts in emphasis due to changes in psrsorniel. During the period from 
1934 to 1940, there was considerable emplmsis on carrying out the 
bjreeding poli<^ and the herd ms managed so as to make most progress in 
that direction. In later years, this emphasis vrns apparently not main­
tained (Tandon, 1949)« The author is most familiar with the management 
of the herd during the period from 1934 to 1940 and the following de­
scription pertains most exactly to this period. 
The calves iwere •sreanod at birth (except a very t&vr progeny of Sindhi 
dajois). They v/ere fed -vrfiole milk for the first four weeks and then grad­
ually chasaged over to skim milk and grain. The amount of milk fed varied 
according to age and -roas generally adjusted to about one-tenth of body 
weight. The grains consisted of equal parts of -w^eat bran, ground barley, 
ground sorghum seed and linseed cake, A rainera.1 mixture consisting of 
bone meal, lime and salt, with a trace of potassium iodide, ^ ms added 
to the grains. The roughage for calves varied according to season but 
often consisted of green Napier and Guinea grass and some hay made from 
grass'-weeds. In geneml the qualitj-- of roughage -Bas poor. The feeding 
of skJmnilk was gradually discontinued after the calves were six months 
of age. The grain mixture was also clianged at this time. Up to six 
months the calves were housed in an open slied with an attached paddock 
exoept during vanter months when they were housed in a shed that had 
thatch siding and provided some slielter from winds. 
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Afc six months, the calves wore transferrad to other paddocks and 
;:opt in small groups of 15 to 20 aniraals in each paddock. These 
paddooks usually had a shed without mils whore the ajiinals could seek 
shelter from i«.in. The grain mixture fed to calves older than six 
months consisted of 50 percent wheat bran, 30 per cent mustard cake, 
10 per cent linseed cake and 10 per cent crushed Bengal gran (chick pea). 
The mineral mixtiare -was added at a 3 per cent rate. The feed allowances 
were computed according to the Morrison standard at nonthly intervals. 
For sorne tiraa, the concentrate mixture ms fed individually to each 
animal, hut the practice •was discontinued hecause of the labour costs. 
The roughage consisted mainly of sorghum silage and -was fed to the groups 
in open vioodexi troughs so that the aniraals could eat as rauch as they 
wanted. Rook salt and water were available to animals of all ages at 
all times. The hoifei^s were bred whenever they oaine in heat after 14 
months of age. Not znany (except some Jersey crosses) bred that early# 
The usual e^e at calving was ubout two and a half years or later. 
Type of records studied 
Becords of birth ^ veight were kept from veiy early times. !&re 
regular records, particularly in respect to the lieight of animals,wore 
started at the end of 1935 and were continued -witli fair regularity 
until about 1940. After this period the jrecoids were comparatively 
sketchy, probably because of shortage of help oaaseguent to the war 
and change of personnel. The data used in this study cover the period 
from 1928 to 1948. The date consist of body weight and height at withers 
i^corded in pounds and in inches and tenths respectively. Readings were 
talcsii soon after birth and then at moathly intorvrals up to six months 
of age. %sei^rations were then taken at 12 months and at yearly 
intervale tlieroafter, 
liiis&ers of records available 
The records at birtii are most numerous for both sexes. Tlie sraller 
nmriber of males recorded in Table 2 does not reflect differences in sex 
ratio, but rather the failure to keep records on all itmles bom in the 
herd, u'ndor the system of rnanagement, naie calves (except those needed 
for breeding) were disposed of within three days after birth. That no 
observations Y»re recorded on same of those anismls accounts for the 
apparent discrepancy in sex ratio. This early disposal of nmiy males 
also explains tlie extreme paucity of observations on raales at ages 
later than at birth. Since records on grovjth of males mre so fewj, only 
the birth v/eights and heights of mles v/ere studied. 
The most nuroerous data ivere the weights of feinales. Table 2 shows 
that there -vms a progressive reduction in ntonbers as the age advanced. 
The reduction in the number of observations -vms nost pronounced between 
birth and one month (195) and between 24 and 36 months (76). The first 
drop is partially explained by the fact that for tho years 1928 to 1933, 
and also for 1948, figures for the -weights at birth only were available. 
Culling soon after birth and again at first calving is probably re­
sponsible for most of tliese reductions. The "weight records for femles 
after 24 months are further complicated by the changes incidental to 
gestation and lactation. Because of these, only the weights up to 24 
Table 2, Suairaaiy of the nvmber of records amilable 
Age in moatlui 
0 12 5 4 5 6 12 24 56 48 60 72 84 96 
Feirales 
Weight 480 285 285 278 272 265 258 258 253 176 132 77 33 13 4 
Height 401 126 142 146 155 166 138 106 85 85 40 18 4 1 
!&.les 
Weight 274 37 29 29 25 20 19 1 1 1 « - 1 
Height 238 22 17 15 11 17 11 2 1 1 - -
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itiontihs have besn studied horo» Consecutive iTeight records ware available 
on 233 animls. The records for Iioight T/srs not only feiffer but in most 
cases %Yer0 not consecutive. Use has, tlicrcfore, teen mde of height 
records at birtli, six tuontlis, 12, 24 and 36 nonths. The height records 
after this age (36 months) -ivere too few to Imve lauch value, 
I-Jethods 
Mstlioda for analyzing non^ortliogoaal data 
The nature of data in animal huabandj;i' experiznonts frequently nakes 
the use of simple statistioal analysis inappropriate. The usual nethods 
of analysis of variance and covariance are applicable where the distribu­
tion of sxjbclass numbers is equal, nearly equal, or at least proportionate. 
Such data usually occur only in specially designed experiments where exact 
control can be maintained over mcnibers. In animal breeding work, in­
volving large farm animals, economc considerations and natural limita­
tions on the type of v/ork prevent exact control over nucibers of animls. 
Even in oases tifliere special atten^ts are made to plan the work, biological 
limitations, such as chance Tnariations in the sex ratio, often prevent 
obtaining equal or propoirbionate subclass numbers in all classifications, 
LJethods of analysis must, therefore, be devised Tshich vdll permit flex­
ibility in the type of data and yet yield results that are unbiased and 
efficient, 
Brandt (1932) presented a method of handling analysis of variance 
with disproportionate frequencies. Brosm (l932-a) used this method and 
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oosipared tiie results so obtained with those obtained by using ordinary 
methods, another study (Bvovm. 1932-b), she used thosa methods but 
drew no conoivisions on the affioaoy of the adjustments iimde. The method 
essentially consistod of juaking an adjUBtrrient %^iioh Brandt called "f" 
and defined as "the difference betiveen the tv/o-way border nisans", Yates 
(1933) presented a method of liandliug iion-orthogonal data by the analysis 
of variance of two-way classifications. later he (Yates, 1934) extended 
this to deal with data vatli siultiple classification, Ke compared the 
method of fitting constants and the method of using weighted squares of 
means and stated that the latter method, although easier to follow# does 
not provide a test of interaction exoept in cases of 2 x S tables. 
Hendriclcs (19S5) described the method of weighted squares of means in 
considerable detail. 
Snedecor (1934) presented the niothod of expected subclass numbers 
for analysing data with disproportionate subclass freqvienoios. The 
method consisted of nsaking tho subclass nujnbears proportional by obtaining 
the expected sub class nunfijers based on border totals, and using expected 
sub class suKB based on border sums, Ssaedecor and Cox (1935) suarveyed 
the various aiethods of dealing rath data involving unequal or dispropor­
tionate sub class nurcibero. They also presented the method of exi>eoted 
sub class numbers in detail* 
Haael (1946) extended the inethod of fitting canstanta, presented by 
Yates (1934), to include independent variables having continuous distribu­
tions, Henderson (1948) presented ttxis riethod in considerable detail 
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and developed nethods for obtaining estinates of eompononts of variance 
froEi the stms of sqimres obtained by this procedure. Dunlop (1949) 
gave rtiaxsy nuiaerioal examples of computational procedures. This method 
has been used in this study. The method is based on least squares and 
essentially consists of fitting a constant for each variable studied. 
The fitted constant represents the deviation from the lypotiiotical inean 
attributable to the influence of that vartable. 
grouping of the data 
The data consisted of observations on pusrebred Sindhi animls and 
on animals that were various grades of crosses between Sindhi and the 
four European breeds of cattle mentioned. For convenience in handling, 
the data ajre divided in groups as follows: 
Grroup ag Purebred animals of the Sindhi breed 
Group a], ihiimals -with 1/8 or less blood of European breeds 
of cattle 
Group ag Aninjals with more than l/8 but with 2/8 or less 
blood of European breeds of cattle 
Group ag Animals with more tlian 2/8 but with s/s or less blood 
of European breeds of oa-ttle 
Group a^ Animls with more than 3/8 but with 4/8 or less 
blood of European breeds of cattle 
Group ag Animls with more than 4/8 but with 5/8 or less 
blood of European breeds of cairtle 
Group ag Animals with more than 5/8 but with 6/8 or less blood 
of European breeds of cattle 
Group ay Animals with more than 6/8 but with 7/8 or less blood 
of European breeds of cattle 
Group ag Animals with more than 7/8 blood of European breeds 
of cattle 
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In addition to the "a" constants jnentioned abov^, the folloaving syribols 
aro used to designate the constants fitted for the bipeds of the animals 
^0 Sindhi 
^1 Jersey 
^2 Broron STSISB 
^3 Hols te in»Fries ian 
^4 Guernsey 
!rhe joint "a" and "b" classification of the available data is shovm in 
Table 3« 
Table 3, Classes of data available 
^0 ^2 ^3 ^4 
Sindhi mm m 
-
1^ 1/8 Jersey l/8 Broran Stdss 1/8 Holstoin-
Friesian 
1/8 Guernsey 
2/8 Jersey 2/8 Brofwn S^jjias 2/8 Holstein-
Friesian 
2/8 Guernsey 
•" s/s Jersey s/8 Brown S-jsise 3/8 Holstein-
Friesian 
0 
4/8 Jersey 4/8 BroTOi Swiss 4/8 Holstein-
Friesian 
4/8 Guernsey 
^5 5/8 Jersey 0 0 0 
^6 6/8 Jersey 6/8 Brovm Swiss G/s Hols to in-
Friesian 
0 
- 0 0 0 0 
8^ m 0 0 0 0 
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The ag class is roprosented by anl*aals of Jersey breeding only 
and the Guernsey brood is represented in ag and a^ classes only. 
The actual nunibera of animals in different subclasses varied at different 
ages for different sexes and vore different for -.veight and for lioight. 
The pure bred Sindhi animals stand in a class by thomselres. Since the 
Sindhi br^ed is native to India, it vjas thought desirable to use this as 
a standard of comparison. Tlie data for Sindhi animls -were analyzed 
independently so that the croSs bred animals could be compared to the 
Sindhi, Tlie results have been presented in the same set of tables for 
convenience and compactness. 
Tlie mathemtical model 
The first step in following the least squares znethod of analysis— 
or any analysis for that snatter—is to develop a laatheraatical model which 
is considered to fit the situation under examination reasonably well. 
In this study the following model has been usedj 
^ijk - ^ ®ijk 
\vhere« 
^ijk " body weight (or height at ydthers) of tlie 
k th animal ivith tlae 1 th proportion of blood in tlie 
3 th breed. 
« is the hypothetical mean value of the population from 
which the sample under eaaunination is assumed to be 
dravm. It is pi*esuinod to present a nieasure of the 
central population value free from the influences of 
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otlier variables, If the nu3iiber of obsenmtions wore 
very largo and if the imtaber of breeds vJsre large and 
if all theoretically possible proportions of blood 
Tsor© included in the data, tlie gensral mean of such 
data iTOuld approach fJ- » In this case because the 
proportions of blood and the breed are loiown factors, 
JU' represents the mean of a population cranposed of 
equal numbers in each proportion of blood and from 
each breed included in the data, 
aj - is the effect of tli© i th proportion of blood of 
European breeds of cattle. It represents the deviation 
from jX attributable to the effect of the proportion 
of blood, 
bj - is the effect of the j th European breed of cattle. 
It is the deviation from yU- attributable to the 
effect of tliat breed. 
®ijk" random TOriation from jJ- which cannot be 
attributed to a^^ or b In the analysis it is assumed 
that the values are nonaally and independently 
distributed v/itli mean - 0 and variance s 
Based on this model, tlie following relationships are obtained: 
A*- « ^ijk " ®ijk 
» =^ijk - jk 
= ^ijk ' " H ' ®ijk 
®i0k= ""ijk - - ai -
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Tho error sum of squares is oorrespondinsly set out thus! 
0?., s ( X. - EJ - "bj)^ ijk ijk ijk ijfc J i j' 
The least squaaroe estimates of the various parameters are obtained in 
such a MY that the SUJBS of the squares of the deviations are minimum. 
This is aooomplished by partially differentiating the error sirai of squares 
Tfjitli respect to eaoh of the porajneters and setting the differentials equal 
to zero* The following group of norml equations is obtained in this raanneri 
H ' H. Si) + 
hj . n.j III* bj) • r 
These eqtiations can be expanded and -written out in detail to fit tlie 
present case as shown in Table 4. It will be observed that these equations 
are not independent. Thus the sum of a^^ equations - the sum of bj equations 5 
tlie equation. As such, no solution is possible. If, however, the re­
striction tlmt, 
2. ®^i « j ® 
is imposed, the dependence is eliminated and a solution can be obtained. 
Tlie number of equations can be reduced by eliminating one equation and 
doductinx the coefficient pertaining to it from the other coefficients in 
the information matrix. The estimates of the pajrameters ai^ obtained by 
solving the remaining reduced equations. If the number of equations is 
at all large, the method of iteration ii of considerable help in obtaining 
a solution. A shortcut method of solving the equations by absorbing param­
eters TTith Uand inverting the matrix has been described by Henderson (1949). 
Table 4, Least squares equations 
fL &i ag ag a^ ag 
n 
• • ^1. ^S. «4. "5. n„ o* ^1 "^.2 ^^3 ^4 
'mm 
mf X 
• • 
^1. "1. "11 "l2 "13 ^14 
tm =^1. 
"2. ^2. "21 "22 "23 "24 = *2^ 
^3 "31 "32 "33 "34 a *3. 
^4 ^4. ^4. "41 ^42 ^43 "44 
«• 
^5 "51 ^2 "53 °54 
= 
*5. 
ag ^6. "6. "(51 "62 "63 "64 a 
^1 n.i ^^11 "21 "31 "41 ^1 ^61 s X • ]_ 
^2 n.g ^^12 ^2 ^^32 ^42 "62 "62 a X '2 
^3 n.3 ^13 "23 "33 "43 "03 "63 n.g a X *3 
b4 n.4 ^14 "24 "34 "44 "64 n.4 s X #4 
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Analysis of variance 
The analysis of variance is jierforJied by the usual procedure 
desorihed "by Snedecor (1946). The various suras of squares are obtained 
as usual. The sums of squares for "a", "b" and "ah" are obtained by 
first cciaputing tho reduotion due to fitting the constants ,yU.» ai aiid 
b. as follop/s: 
J 
Reduction due to fitting jU j ^j r 
[^1. ^  * ^2.^ h-* ^2' ^ ^ -4.^ A* 
^ [*,1 ^^1^ ^ *,2 ^^2^ ^ ^ 'S ^^3^ * ^ *4 ^^4^] 
This is nov; called R ( jU-a^bj) 
Sum of squares for a^ s 
Sum of squares for = 
E(^U« a^b^) - f (xgjVng.Hf 
STJIH of squares for a-bj^j -
[{xii)Vnii ^  i^lZ^^Aiz -[R (/^^ibj)] 
Having obtained the various sums of squares, the cinalysis of 
variance is carried out as ustial. 
In order to illustrate tho procedure used in the analysis of variance, 
tho numerical example of analysis of all data for birth weight of femles 
is given. The suras, numbers and the syuibols used are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Weight at birth for all 480 feinalos, 
IJumbei's and suns in different classifications. 
bo b, bg bg -b^ Sum 
»00 = "5 
"0, 
•• 115 
Xqo = 4885 
m «• am 
-
*0. s 4885 
^11 •V 30 ^12 
M 43 
^13 w 43 ^14 z 8 ^1. •» 174 
ai -
^11 Mi 5308 *12 S 2013 ^13 1998 *14 mm mm 345 *1. mm 7664 
^21 
m 76 
^22 
mm 19 
^3 mm 7 ^24 
mm 5 
"2. 
«• 107 
m 
VJ 
^21 S 3511 ^ 22 mm 1046 =^23 8 331 *24 
mm 268 
*2. 
mm 5156 
^-31 0 2 ^32 
mm tm 1 »33 «• 1 
"3. s 4 
mm 
•• 
%? 
=^51 B 58 *^32 z 50 *33 •• 65 *3. mt mm 173 
n^i tm *m 24 »42 5 18 ^43 - 11 ^44 = 3 mm 56 
^4 
m. 
825 
^41 
mm 885 
''•42 
1* ===43 «• 499 
*44 152 *4. 2361 
^1 «• 11 Z 11 
ag - •• 
3=51 377 *5. z 377 
^1 
•• 7 %2 
W 
mm 2 
"63 <•• fM 4 mm 13 
m 
•• O 
==61 m mm 235 
^62 8 90 =^3 
mm 246 *6. mm mm 1187 
n,0 s 115 ^•1 e 200 n.2 83 n.3 s 66 n.4 s 16 n.. = 480 
Sum 
x«0 = 4885 ==•1 - 8374 x.g 4M 4024 x.g - 3139 X.4 s 765 X.. s 21187 
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It T/ill be observed tJiat the ao^o stands by itself. In 
the least squares procedure, no separate estirsites of ag and "bg constants 
oan be obtained and, as mentioned earlier, this part of the data (pure­
bred Sindhi aniimls) bas been anal;rzed separately. The inforimtion matrix 
for cross bred females is presented in Table 6» 
Since thero are more "a" constants tlian "b" constants, some ease 
in ooiaput8.tional procedure is obtained by absorbixig tlie "a" constants 
together vdth and solviiig tho reraining equations for the "b" 
constants. Hie absorption of "a" oonstants ia achieved bj- imxltiplying 
the nuitibers in each coll of "b" classes by a coefficient -rfiich is the 
proportion of the nunber in that cell to the total number in the correspond­
ing "a" class. Tlie TOthod of obtainiiig the coefficients is explained in 
Table 7, 
The simultaneous equations now become: 
200 -[ 80(.4598) ^  78(.7103) t- 2(,5000 ) 4. 24(.4286) 11(1.000) • 7(.5385)] 
- [80(.247l) f 76(.1776) f 2(.2500) 4- 24(.3204) • ll(0 ) f 7(.1538) ] 
- [80(.247l) * 76(,0654) 4- 2(,2500) 4.24(.1964) + 11(0 ) • 7(,3077)] 
- [80(.0460) 76(.0467) 2(0 ) m(.0536) 4. ll(0 ) 4- 7(0 ) "] 
S 8374 - [7664(.4598) ^  5156(.71D3) 4- 17S(.5000 ) 4- 236l(.4286) 
I 377(1.0000) 4. 571(.5385)3 
bgJ -[43(.4588) + 19(.7103) f l(.5000) f 18(.4286) f O(l.OOOO) 4- 2(.5 385)J 
83 - [43(.247l) 4- 19(.1776) + l(.2500) f 1B(.3204) 4« 0(0 ) 4- 2(.1538)] 
-[43 (.2471) + 19(.0654) 4- l(.2500) + 18(.1964) f 0(0 ) 4- 2(^077)] 
-[43 (.0460) 4. 19(.0467) 4-1(0 ) f 18(.05S6) 4-0(0 ) + 2(0 ) ] 
s 4024 - [7664(.247l) • 5156(.1776) * 173(.2500) •236l(.3204) 
4. 57l(.1538)j 
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Table G. Inforaation mtrix for cross brod 
femlae; weight at birth 
^2 ^3 ^4 ^6 ^2 ^3 >=4 
365 174 107 4 56 11 13 200 83 66 16 • 16302 
174 80 43 43 8 s 7664 
^2 107 76 19 7 5 s 5156 
4 2 1 1 0 • 173 
H 56 24 18 11 3 r 33S1 
% 11 11 0 0 0 s 377 
®'6 13 7 2 4 0 s 571 
h 80 76 2 24 11 7 200 - 8374 
bg 43 19 1 18 0 2 83 •» 4024 
43 7 1 11 0 4 66 
•» 
3139 
^4 8 5 0 3 0 0 16 s 765 
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Table 7, l^ethod of obtaining the proportionate ooeffioients 
for each cell in "a" olassification for cross bred 
females; -woight at birth 
bg bg b^ Sttra 
*^1 
^2 
^4: 
ag 
80^74 
s 0,4598 
76/107 
s 0,7103 
2/4 
r 0.5000 
24/^6 
r 0.4286 
llAl 
s 1,0000 
7/l3 
5 0,5385 
43/174 
s 0,2471 
19/107 
s 0.1776 
1/4 
S 0,2500 
IB/56 
- 0,3214 
2/13 
S 0.1558 
43/174 
s 0.2471 
7/107 
- 0,0654 
1/4 
; 0,2500 
ll/dG 
m 0,1964 
4/IS 
s 0,2077 
8/174 
; 0.0460 
5/L07 
a 0.0467 
3/56 
r 0,0536 
0 
174 
1.0000 
107 
1.0000 
4 
1,0000 
56 
1,0000 
11 
1,0000 
13 
1,0000 
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bg: -[43{.4598) * 7(.710S) • l(.5000) ll(.4286) O(l.OOO) 4- 4{.5385)] 
- [43(.247l) f 7(.1776) f l(.2500) f ll(,3214) f 0(0 ) f 4(.1538)J 
6S - [45(.247l) f 7(.0654) f l(.2500) f 11(.1964) 4-0(0 ) + 4(.3077)] 
- [43(,0460) 4. 7(,0467) * l(0 ) f ll(,05 56 ) 4-0 (0 ) 4- 4(0 )J 
2 3139 - [7664(.247l) f 5156(.0654) + 173(.2500 ) 4- 236l(.1964) 
• 377(0 ) 4. 571(.S077)] 
- [8(,4598) 4. 5(,7103) + 0(.5000) 4- 3(.4286) • O(l.OOOO) 4- 0(.53S5)] 
- [8(,2471) 4. 5(.1776 ) 4- 0(.2500 ) 4- 3(,3214 ) 4-0(0 ) 4. 0(.1538)1 
«• [8(.2471 4. 5(.0S54) 4- 0(.2500) 4- 3(.1964) 4-0(0 ) 4- 0(.S077)] 
16 - [8(.0460) 4. 5(.0467) 4-0(0 ) 4> 3(,0536) 4- 0(0 ) f 0(0 ) ] 
: 765 - t7664(,0460) f 5156(.0467) f 173'0 ) ^ 236l(.0S36) f 377(0 ) 
*• 571(0 ) 3 
VHiea solvod, the following equations are obtained! 
b^: 4. 83.1821b3^ - 42.5566b2 - 32,1102b5 - B.GlSSb^ s -594.7024 
bgJ - 42,5566b]; + 62.656Sb2 - lS.2707b3 - 3.8291b4 - *324.4826 
bg: - 32.1102b2 - 16.270Sb2 f 51.2741bg - 2.8934b4 s 4-225.0044 
^34: - 8.5153b;^ - 3.3291b2 - 2.3934bg i 15,2378b4a f 45.2154 
It will be obsenrod tlmt the fig^ires on the left of the equality-
sign are entirely syimnotrical and add up to zero, both vertically and 
horizontally. The figures on the right of tlie sign also add up to zero. 
This provides a convenient chock on the computations. It also means 
that the equations are not independent and cannot be solved in this form. 
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The independence my "bo easiljr obtained by deducting the sot of co­
efficients immediately to the left of the equal sign from the other 
coefficients of the same equation. After this, the equation for b^. 
beoornes redundant and my be deleted from the set entirely. The remain­
ing three equations noav arcs 
bj^j + 91.6974bi - 34.0413b2 - SS.SQ^Sbg s - 594,7024 
bg: - 38.7275b3^ + 66,4854b2 - 12.4414bg - 4- 324.4826 
bgj - 29.2168bi - 13.3771b2 f S4,167Sbg - f 225,0044 
The iterative solution of these equations con no^v be easily obtained 
by transposing the qiiantitles on •<:ho right of the equal sign to the left 
and malcing the equations equal to zero. The iterative solution of tlies® 
equations is presented in Table 8, 
Table 8. Iterative solution oof equations to obtain estimates of 
"b" constants for cross bred females j iveight at birth 
^1 ^2 ^3 
-5.1622 2,2329 4- 1.9209 
Successive -5.1622 4. 2,2330 4- 1.9209 
estimates -5 •1622 1 2.2330 1 1.9209 
of -5.1619 f 2.2333 f 1.9212 
"b" -5,161 <• 2,234 4- 1,922 
constants -5.160 2.235 4. 1,925 
-5.15 4- 2.24 * 1.93 
—5.10 1 2.20 4. 1.97 
-5,0 2.4 4. 2.1 
-5.2 * 2.1 4. 1.9 
-6,4 l 1.3 4- 1.3 
0 0 
bi *91,6974 -34,0413 -25.5949 * 594.7024 = 0 
b2 -38,7275 4.66.4854 -12.4414 — 324.4826 a 0 
^3 -29,2168 -13.3771 *54.1675 - 225,0044 B 0 
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Having obtained the ostimtos of "bj, "bg and bg, the value of b^j_ 
can bo obtained by difforenoe because of tlie asaxunption., bj B 0. 
The estimted values are: 
ti s -5.1622 
t)2 = +2.2330 
bg s +1,9209 
^4 z W.0083 
The next step is to obtain estimates of the "a" constants as 
follovrss 
ai ={7654 - \^80(-5.1622) + 43.(2.2330) f 43(1,9209) + 8(l.00S3)])^174 _ 
s 7890,2919/174 - 45.3465 
Jii*- &2 ={5156 - [76(-5.1622) 4. 19(2.2330) + 7(1.9209) 4- 5(l.0083)]}i07'} 
s 5087,4124/107 - 51.2842 
/Al  a s  s  1^173  -  [2 ( -5 .1622)  4-  l ( 2 ,2330)  4-  1 (1 ,9209)  4-  0 ( l . 0083) j} '4  ]  
a 179,1705/4 s a 44.7926 
|u; =^2361 - [24(-5,1622) 4- 18(2.2330) f 11(1,9209) - 3(1.0083)]}.. ./56; 
43.2240 
ag ={377 - [ll(-5,1622) 4- 0(2,2330) + 0(l,9209) 4- 0(1.0083)1^11 
- 433,7842/11 s 39,4349 
^4- ag s{S71 - [7(-5.1622) I 2(2,2330 ) 4- 4(1,9209) 0(l.0083) ]]/l3 
- 594.9858/13 s 45.7681 
S i n o e2Eaj|_ s 0, fl s ^  (^4. a^)/ni s 369,8503/6 - 44,9750 
The estiniates of the "a" constants are nor; obtainod by deducting-"yLt" 
from the " a" quantities. 
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&l s 45.3465 - 44.9750 i- 0.3715 
ag s 51.2842 - 44.9750 = ^ 6.3092 
ag r 44.7926 - 44.9750 a - 0.1824 
a^ r 43.2240 - 44.9750 ^ - 1.7510 
ag r 39.4349 - 44.9750 - - 5.5401 
ag s 45.7681 - 44.9750 - 4- 0,7931 
For the analysis of var5.enoe, the suins of squares are first obtained 
by the usual :nethods. These are; 
Those SU21S of squares for "a", "b" and "ab" are not appropriate 
because the ordinary computational procedure does not recognize the 
unequal subclass distribution. The least squares estimates of suias of 
squares for proportions, breeds and interaction are obtained by first 
computing the reduction due to fitting the constants, ai and bj 
and then deducting the sums of squares due to breeds and due to pro­
portions of blood from it. This gives the estiiiates for sums of squares 
due to proportions of blood and breeds respectiirely. The interaction sum 
of squares is obtained by deducting the reduction due to fitting constants 
from the subclass sum of squares. These operations are carried out thusj 
Total 
Between Sindhi and Crosses 
fiemainder 
41567.6 
417.3 
41150.3 
7752.7 
33397.6 
8422.4 
Within iiindhi 
V'ithin Crosses 
Subclasses 
Proportions (a) 2948.2 
Breeds (b) 3483.6 
Interactions (ab) 990.6 
Residual 24975.2 
35. 
Rsduotiaa due to fittingJiL , bj r 
[7664(45,3465) 5156(51.2842) + 173(44.7926) • 2361(43,2240) 
377(39.4349) * 571(45.7681)] 
4.[8S74(-5.1622) 4- 402i(2,2330) 4- 3139(1,9209) ^  765(1.0083)] 
- oorreotion term 
S[762758.4374^ +C-2744l.6162]-£728096.4j» 7220.4 
"a" suin of squares s 7220.4 - 3483,6 - 3736.8 
"b" sum of squares s 7220.4 - 2948,2 s 4^2,2^ 
"ab" sum of squares - 8422.4 - 7220,4 z 1202,0 
It -will be obsenred tliat these sums of squares do not agree with 
those obtained by the usual oonputational procedure (p. 34), This happens 
because the least squares estimates of those sums of squares are obtained 
as if tlio nunibers in the subclasses "prere equal. Analysis of variance 
follows innaediately and is presented in Table 9. 
•fciRlyais of coTarianoe 
Analysis of oovariance between tjeight at one age and the correspond­
ing weight at another age vms perforaad on the data for feinales only. 
Consecutive "weights for 2S3 foaales were available from birth to 24 
months. The min purpose of the analysis ms to detemdne the amount 
of precision obtained in forecasting the weight at a later age from 
the statistical control over the weight at an earlier age, Vfeight at 
the later age was the dependent variable and the weight at an earlier 
age was the independent variable. The usual methods of covariance and 
Table 9« Analysis of variance for Tseight at birth of all 480 females 
S ouroe 
Total 
Betvjeen Sindhi and Crosses 
Hemainder 
vYithin Sindhi 
Viithin Crosses 
Proportions (a) 
Breeds (b) 
Intoraotion (ab) 
Residual (error) 
Degrees 
of Sum of liean 
freedom squares square 
479 41567,6 m 
1 417.3 417.30 
478 41150.3 86.08 
114 7752,7 68.00 
3C4 33397,6 91,75 
5 3736.8 747.36 
S 4278,2 1424.07 
10 1202,0 120.20 
346 24975,2 72.18 
"F" ratio 
747.36/72.18 
1424.07/72,18 
120.20/72.18 
10.35»* 
19,73** 
1.66 
O 
•Denotes a probability level of .05 or lov/er, 
••Denotes a probabiliiy level of ,01 or lower. 
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regrossion aiialysis vtero used except that least squares ostiaates of 
the covariaaoes for "a", "b" and "ali" vrere obtained by extension of 
jne-liiods described before. 
Reduction in products due to fitting JU a(abbreviated to 
a^bj) hereafter 5 
1—1 JSJ- " 
where 
JU and jUk' 
t 
and a^ 
bj and bj 
X 4 and x'. 
'3 '3 
X and x' 
» •  •  •  
represent the constants and observations at tvro different agos. 
The expression is general and can bo expanded for the present case, 
Ep « 
aj^) f (jU f- a^) 4- Xg.CjU' fa') f f ag) 
f X4^ (^'l &l) I. x4. • a^) 4- Xg^ (^' I. ap 4- x^^ ag) 
4- (^'l- aj) ». f =-63^CM '^1' * ==!l ^''1' 
• ==.2 (ij) + f \4(1>4) 
38. 
Products for s 
Ep(jUaj^bj) -{[(x.3^)(xJ^)/n,j^ f (x^2)(x^)/n2 +U (x^)(x^)/nj] 
M £(x,.)(x'..) /n..3j 
Products for "bj s 
- [(x,,)(x».,)/n,,3} 
Products for s 
•L J 
-j(%..)(i'..)/n.^  ^I!p (jUajbj) 
Tho following nuiasrioal exataple on covarianoe "betv/eeu vjsight at 
birth and weight at one montli, for records that were consecutive up to 24 
months of ago (n • 233), is given to illustrate the procedure. 
The values of various cross products Tserej 
Total 14937.3 
Between Sindhi and Crosses 291,3 
Beinainder 14646.0 
Within Sindhi 3546.6 
V/ithin Crosses 11099 «4 
Subclasses 4826.1 
Proportions of blood 
(a) B 2593.5 
Breeds (b) s 2076,7 
Interactions (ab)- 155,9 
Eesidual 6273.3 
Values of the constants, border suns and numbers are given in Table 10. 
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Table 10. Values of constants, border sums and nuribers, 
Weight at birth and at one month for 175 cross 
bred females 
Age 
Birth One month 
ai 
^6 
h 
^4 
^1,' =^1. 
^2. 
^4.» ^4. 
^5. 
n, 
n.2» X.g 
n.g. X.g 
n.^. X.4 
43.8328 60,8592 
4> 5.3224 4- 6,5331 
- 9.3395 4- 6.6012 
- 1,6347 - 0.0571 
- 3,7412 - 0,4222 
- 9.2858 -12.6548 
- 5.6630 - 2.0054 
4. 3.8009 4. 4.2076 
4- 0,1740 f 5.1380 
4- 1,6881 - 7.3372 
36 4099 86 5901 
65 3266 65 4354 
13 526 13 791 
7 241 7 409 
4 125 4 191 
100 4370 100 6389 
41 2185 41 2891 
27 1341 27 1952 
7 361 7 414 
From these the reduction in products due to fitting constants, jx ^  
and b^ is computed thus: 
Rp(^ib^) -
|-{[4099 (67.3983) 4- 5901 {49.1552) 3266 (67,4604) 
4. 4354 (53.1723) • 526 (60.8021) 4- 791 (42,1981) 
f 241 (60.4370) »• 409 (40.0916) i 125 (48.2044) 
40, 
101 (34.5470)] + [6389 (-6,6630) f 4370 (-2.0084) 
2891 (3,8009) + 2185 (4,2076 ) 4- 1952 (0.1740) 
1341 (5.1380) + 414 (1.6881) + 361 (-7.3372)]} 
- 549491.6 
s §^[112709l.l]4.[-19495.sjj-[549491.6]} 
- 553797,7 - 549491.6 r 4306.1 
"a" products, 4306.1 - 2076.7 « 2229.4 
"b" products, 4306.1 - 2593.5 s 1712.6 
"ab" products, 4826,1 - 4308,1 » 520.0 
As ia the ajialysis of Trariance, the "a", "b" and "ab" products 
Qstimted by the least squares procedure do not agree with the estiaiates 
of these by the usual method (p. 38). Hie reason for the difference is 
that the figures obtained by the usual method as computod on the assump­
tion that there is no unequal subclass distribution in the data. The 
estimates so obtainad are therefore inefficiaat. Tlie least squares 
procedure takes the disproportionality of tiie distribution into account. 
The analysis of co-rariano© follows and is presented iii Table 11. 
Eesults 
Males 
Because the data on sales were extresiely limited, no growth study 
could be Bjade. Tlie data for hoight and for v/eight at birth were most 
nuj3S)rous. Analyses of variance have been carried out for these, A total 
of 239 records for height and 274 records for weight were available. 
The distribution of these is shown in Tables 12 and 13. 
Table 11, Analysis of covarianco for weights of ferales at birth and 
at one month. The dependent variable is -weight at one moiith (x') 
Sqmres and products Errors of estimate 
of 2 2 Degrees of Sum of Jfean 
freedcffii Sx Sxx' Sx* freedom squares square 
Total 232 21871,9 14937,3 29289,2 231 19087.8 
B©-bvi©en Sindhi and Crosses 1 505,7 291.7 167.8 
Remainder 231 21366.2 14646.0 29121,4 230 19081,9 82,96 
Diffajrenoe 1 5.9 5,90 
Within Sindhi 57 4430.1 3546.6 6534.1 
YJi-fchin Crossos 174 16936,1 11099.4 22537.3 
Proportions (a) 4 3090,3 2239,4 2097,6 
Breeds (b) 3 2764,9 1712,6 2046,6 
Interaot:j.oa8 (ab) 7 837,4 520,0 600.1 
Residual (error) 160 9962.7 6273,3 17262,8 159 13312,6 0S.7S 
Proportions plus Residual 164 13053.0 8502,7 19360.4 163 13821,Q 
Differenoo for "a" 4 509.2 127.32 
Breeds plus Residual 163 12727,6 7985.9 19309.4 162 14298,8 
Difference for "b" 3 986,2 328,73 
Interactions plus Residual 167 10600,1 6793.3 17062,9 166 13589,9 
I& 
Difference for "ab" 377.3 39,61 
42. 
Table 12. Distribution of data for mlesj height at birth 
ai 
^2 
ag 
SvtBl 
^0 ^1 ^2 Sum 
66 Mt 66 
- 56 31 14 4 105 
- 32 8 2 0 42 
«• 4 0 0 0 4 
m 6 0 0 0 6 
- 11 0 0 0 11 
-
5 0 0 0 5 
66 114 39 16 4 23S 
Table 13» Distribution of data for males; Tsreight at bijrth 
®0 
^1 
^2 
a® S 
•^4 
^5 
ag 
Sum 
^0 ^2 ^3 Sum 
72 . 72 
«• 56 31 14 4 105 
- 33 11 2 0 46 
«» 4 0 0 0 4 
- 13 11 3 1 28 
- 11 0 0 0 11 
«W 5 0 3 0 8 
72 122 53 22 5 274 
43. 
Tlie various constants oomputed from the data are presented in 
Table 14. 
Table 14, Values of various constants for weight and for height 
at birth for males 
Height 
(inches) 
Weight 
(pounds) 
Sindhi (mean) 
Crosses 
^1 
^2 
a-3 
to 
25.2140.14 
4* 
4. 
4. 
24.49 
0.70 
0.84 
0.45 
0.05 
1.35 
0.69 
- 0.26 
0.80 
- 0.44 
- 0.10 
44.540.9 
44.8 
4. 9.54 
4. 5.94 
4. 0.63 
- 0.79 
- 8.91 
4" 2.59 
•• 2.45 
4. 6.21 
- 0.67 
- 3.09 
The mean squares in the aimlysis of variance are given in Table 15. 
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Table 15, iSean squares in the analyses of variance for height 
and weight at birth of raalos 
Height Vfeiaht 
Degrees of Ifean Degrees of Mean 
freedom square freodom square 
Between Sindhi and Crosses 1 2,21 1 110,4 
Remainder 237 2.43 272 104.0 
Within Sindhi 65 1.38 71 54,2 
Within Crosses 172 201 
-
Propoi'tions (a) 5 10.37** 5 465.1** 
Breeds (b) 
(ab) 
3 11.24** 3 890.8** 
Interactions 2 2,62 6 157.1 
Eos idual (error) 162 2.46 187 S2,6 
•"^Denotes a probabili-ty IOTOI of 0.01 or lower, 
Femles 
As already montioned, tlie data on femlos were ;r.or© numerous than 
the data on males. There v/ore sizable decreases in the nuirber of observa­
tions betv'/een birth and ono month and between 24 months and 36 months. 
For those reasons and because the weights after 24 months say have been 
influenced by pregnancy or lactation, the data for v/eight -were analyzed up 
to 24 months only. The data for height vrere stijidied up to 36 months, there 
being no drop in the number of observations on height beti7een 24 and 36 
months (Table 2), 
Heifiht. The observations nn indirid"al animals "vrere not taken 
vvith consistent regulariiy. Data were missing at one or more ages for 
may of the animals, Conseoutivo rccords -Kere available for ver^'- few 
45, 
animals aiid oecause of this the covarianoo between cibservatims at 
different ages -was not studied. The distribution of records at different 
ages is shown in Table 18, 
Table 16, Distribution of data on height of femles at 
various ages 
Bread and -Age (montlis) 
pronortion 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 12 24 36 
^0 103 37 32 34 3S 36 28 21 16 18 
^1 ^1 81 22 18 22 24 32 24 14 7 10 
8-2 70 20 35 33 34 36 37 32 31 25 
ag 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 %J 
H 7 1 4 2 6 6 3 A 2 1 4 11 2 1 4 5 3 4 0 0 0 U 
^6 7 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
^2 a. 43 15 19 19 15 18 13 12 8 10 
ag 18 8 8 8 8 10 11 9 7 6 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ij 
^4 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
^3 ®1 42 17 19 18 17 20 12 10 9 11 W
^2 4 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 
^4 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
^4 ®'l 8 2 2 2 2 4 2 0 0 0 
^2 3 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Sum 401 126 142 146 155 166 138 108 35 86 
The means of obsennations on Sindhi and on crosses are stated in Table 17, 
and a graphical representation is shovan in Figure 1. It seems obvious 
from Figure 1 that the Sindlii and the cross breds grow in height at 
almost the same rate. 
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Table 17. Msan heights and standard errors of Sindhi and 
oross brad females from "birth to throo years 
Age 
(months) 
Sindhi 
JJean I'Junber of 
(Inches) observatiatis 
Grosses 
I^aa 
(inches) 
Kiaaber of 
observations 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C 
24.85 U). 15 
m 
26.60I0.25 
m 
28.0110.27 
tm 
28.50^.35 
30,09W,32 
31.54W>.32 
m 
32,74W.24 
103 
37 
32 
34 
39 
36 
28 
24.94j;0.10 
26,81U>.18 
m 
23.12j:0.15 
29.40K).19 
m 
30.43^.21 
31.90k), 18 
•• 
33.324.0.18 
298 
89 
110 
112 
116 
130 
110 
12 
24 
36 
37,2S£0.52 
43.14^0.31 
43.94^0<37 
21 
16 
18 
37.68f0.26 
42.87^.18 
44.4140.21 
85 
69 
67 
38 
36 
34 
32 
30 
28 
26 
24 
22 
20 
Ql'y 
0 / 
' / 
/ 
Sindhi 
t, Q Crosses 
2 J 6 ^ io 12 14 16 18 20~ 22 ^ 26^8 J) 32 34 
Age (mon-fchs) 
Figure 1, Grcnrth of Sindhi and cross hred females in height at withers. 
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ilnalyses of variance -were carried out on obsorvaticns at "birth, 
si3c months, 12 months, 24 months and 36 months. Hi© various coiostants 
for the crosses are presented in '-Cahlo 10 and tlie analyses of var­
iance are given in Table 19, 
Table 18, Values of various oonatants for height (in inches) 
of cross bred females 
stant Age (months) 
a 6 12 24 36 
24.16 33.44 37.73 42,99 44.71 
*^1 f 0,76 - 0.15 - 0.89 - 0.14 - 0.77 JU
4- 1.50 ^ 0.37 4- 0.22 4- 0.30 - 0.32 
tj 
ac - 0.55 - - -w 
- 0.49 4. -.22 4. 0.67 4- 0.51 4. 1,09 
^5 - 0.75 - 0.44 - - -
^6 - 0.47 - - - 0.67 -
^1 - 0.33 - 0,32 - 0.02 *• 0.60 •" 0.50 
^2 4- 0w31 "• 0.44 4. 0,07 - 0.19 4. 0,71 
f 0.42 4- 0,75 4. 1.20 4- 0.68 4. 1.67 < - 0.40 - 0.01 - 1.25 4. 0.11 - 1.88 
Table 19, Msan squares in the aiialyses of variance for height of females 
Age (months) 
Source of 0 6 12 24 36 
variation Degrees '.lean Degrees Ifeaji Degrees Ms an Degrees l^lean Degrees ?Jean 
of sqtiare of square of sqviare of square of square 
freedom freedom freedcrai freedom freedom 
Betv/een Sindhi 
and crosses 1 0.67 1 7.59 1 3.46 1 0.99 1 3.18 
Reminder 399 2.85 136 4.03 104 5.86 83 2.15 83 2.80 
Yfithin Slndhl 103 2.37 27 5.36 20 5,62 15 1.50 17 2.48 
Within crosses 297 
- 109 - 84 m 68 - 66 -
Proportions (a) 5 20.43#» 3 2,76 2 8,88 3 2,01 2 3.04 
Breads (b) 3 10.00»* 3 4,78 3 3.33 3 4.10 3 15.03*» 
Interactions{ab) 5 5.94 4 2.88 2 4.24 2 2.40 2 0 
Residual (error) 284 2.57 99 3.84 77 6,01 60 2.23 59 2.40 
••Denote^ a probability level of 0.01 or lovver. 
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YJei,g;ht. The data for the weight of fomales were most numerous 
and most complete of all olssenrations, !nae means of obserrotions oa 
Sindhi and crosses are presented in Table 20 and showi in Figure 2. 
Obviously the cross breds v/ere a bit heayier but analyses of Tariano© 
and oovariaaoe were needed for testing the statistical significance of 
the difference. 
Table 20. Ifean weights and standard errors of Sindhi 
and cross bred females from birth to two years 
Sindhi ____ Crosses 
Age 
(niDnths) I^an 
IJumber of ITuoifer of 
observations liiean observations 
0 42.5+0.8 115 44. 74-0,6 365 
1 64.3?1.3 67 65. 35O.8 218 
2 33.0I1.8 68 87, 4^1,2 217 
3 104.9?S.0 68 113, 34.1,5 212 
4 130.7i:3.4 64 139, 6*2.0 208 
5 152.8^4.4 61 166, 2f2.4 204 
6 175.6|4.8 63 194. 5?2.5 195 
12 312.84.12,0 59 352, 84.6.0 199 
24 446.6J12.6 58 500. 
C
O
 in 
194 
Those analyses were carried out on records of 233 aniiaals that had com­
plete records from birth to 24 nionths of age. The various constants for 
the crosses are presented in Table 21 and the moan squares in the 
emalysas of variance aare given in Table 22 ,  
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Figure 2, Grovirbh of Sindhi and cross bred females in weight. 
Table 21. Values of various oons'tants for Tareight (in pouiids) of cross bred 
foinales 
^1 
^5 
^6 
Age (mmthB) 
0 1 2 5 4 5 6 12 24 
43.83 60.86 87.16 110.00 140.51 165.58 195.73 336.92 510.20 
f 5«32 * 6.53 4. 1.48 - 0.85 - 8,14 - 7,94 -14.03 -34.23 -28.09 
J. 9.34 ^ 6.60 4* 7,09 f 7.70 4. 6.67 +10.52 4- 6.38 4- 9.20 4-30.21 
- 1,63 - 0,06 * 1.44 4. 6.11 4. 8.43 4-13.33 4.13.23 4-45.73 4-55.60 
- 3,74 - 0.42 4- 3,60 4.10.29 4- 6.00 - 1.21 4. 3.86 4-22.21 f 6.65 
- 9,29 •"12 • 65 -13,61 -23.25 -12.96 -14,70 - 9.44 -42.91 -64.37 
— 5,66 - 2.01 - 5,90 - 2.85 D .23 - 3.23 - 3,31 - 6.85 -24.43 
4. 3,80 * 4.21 4- 1,52 4- 3.58 f 6.71 4- 8.16 4- 9.76 4- 5.50 f 0.06 
f 0.17 4- 5.14 4-11.00 4-14.36 4-15.75 4-16.09 US .01 V32.36 4-28.62 
f 1.69 - 7.34 — 6.62 -15.09 -17.23 -21.02 -22.46 -.'51.01 - 4,14 
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Table 22. Mean squares in the analyses of variance for weight of females 
Degrees 
Source of of Age (months) 
Variation freedom "T5 I 2 3 H  ^
Between Sindhi 
crosses 
Remainder 
and 
Within Sindhi 
Within crosses 
proportions (a) 
Breeds (b) 
Interactions (ab) 
Residual (error) 
1 167.8 li;02.0* 2^ 23.8* 3088.8 
231 92.^  126.1 273.0 ^^ 0.8 831.8 
57 77.7 lli;.6 233.8 636.3 801.3 
I7I4 
h 772.6^ i62h.h^  597.7 lUUo.o* 2587.l*Jt 
3 921.6^ Hf682.2<t*2029.U»Jt 2572.3** l;296.5-:Hf 
7 119.6 85.7 lhh.6 557.3 1290.3 
160 62.3 107.9 25I+.O 1^ 69.7 7l;2.8 
10013.7*-* 13 
1191.7 1 
1230.3 1 
3706.6-»-a- 1| 
ia32.7* U 
1276.5 1 
1083.1 r 
-ff-Denotes a probability level of 0,05 or lower. 
•jttf-Denotes a probability level of 0.01 or lower. 

53. 
•es in the analyses of variance for -weight of females 
es 
Age (months) 
om "T5 1 2 3 n 5 5 12 W 
505.7* 167.8 lJi02.0* 2523.8* 3088.8 
92.5 126.1 273.0 550.8 831.8 
77.7 llit.6 233.8 636.3 801.3 
10013.7*it 13252.7-5Ht 15037.0 129851.0** 
1191.7 1570.6 6iaa.l 80lt2.6 
1230.3 1U32,U 8516.0 9151.3 
772.6**52U.U*» 597.7 lUUo.o* 2587.1** 
921.6**682.2**2029.ini* 2572.3** h296,$i'^  
119.6 85.7 110^ .6 557.3 1290.3 
62.3  107.9 25U.0 1469.7 7I42.8 
3706.6** I4693.2* 
a32.7* i;592.8* 
1276.5 1385.3 
1083.1 1529.0 
29599.2** 36UIO.2** 
29611;. 0** 9758.7 
li563.3 11161.3 
5002.9 6780.7 
!vel of (>.05 or lower. 
!vel of 0.01 or lower. 

The a:ialysss of coTarianoe botvv©«n \7eisht at an earlier age and 
the v/oight at a later age were Carried out for the data on 233 femles 
for Y;hioh oonsocutiTo records Txero available. In these analyses the 
vioights at later ages were octisidered to "be the dependent variables 
and the vreishts at earlior ages v/ere ccnsidered the independent variables. 
The usefulness of kaoi'/ledge of T,voight at an earlier age in predicting 
the -iTeight at a later age is indicated by tlie size of the error nean 
squares in the analysis of oovarianoe. These are presented in Table 23. 
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Table 23. Analyses of covariance between weights of females at different ages (n ac 
Degrees Errors of estimate mean squares 
Age Source of Ages (months) 
(months) freedom 1 2 3 5 
0 Between Sindhi and crosses 1 5.9 130ii.7^  ^ 2385.3* lU90.il 6631.0* 
lismainder 230 83.0 269.2 51^ 8.3 785.3 1139.5 
proportions (a) k 127.3 226.8 1105.0* 2386.9* 3239.0* 
Breeds (b) 3 328.7-SHt 1266.8*«- 2050.i;-»^j 3197.5** 3095.8* 
Interactions (ab) 7 39.6 132.5 511.0 1160.1 1276.5 
Residual (error) 1S9 83.7 231.3 hiS.o 733.0 1066.9 
1 Between Sindhi and crosses 1 1326.U 19li5.l 7853.2^ « 
Remainder 230 100.7 iill.2 738.3 1102,3 
proportions (a) h U78.9iHt 1299.2857.2** 3881,1*^  
Breeds (b) 3 Ii69,5-K* 676.8 177$,h 1732.u 
Interactions (ab) 7 181).. 1* 550.9 1076.8 1135.6 
Residual (error) 1^9 69.2 323.9 667.7 1016.2 
2 Between Sindhi and crosses 1 66.9 2U59.7* 2921.5 
Remainder 230 208.8 1+77.9 793.1+ 
proportions (a) k 285.3 12U8.7* 1993.1+* 
Breeds (b) 3 291,3 531.6 769.9 
jnteracti ons (ab) 7 261.9 878.0 698.0 
Residual (error) 159 157.1 1+27.7 75I+.I 
3 Between Sindhi and crosses 1 18.8 221+6.3 
Remainder 230 260.5 599.5 
proportions (a) k 
- 66l.l^ * 131+9.5 
Breeds (b) 3 2120.1+** 267.7 
Interactions (ab) 7 1775.7** 1+10.2 
Residual (error) 159 231+, 8 . 61i5.1+ 
^Denotes a probability level of 0.0^ or lower. 
•fHj-Denotes a probabilily level of 0,01 or lower. 

a. 
riance between weights of females at different ages (n « 233) 
Degrees Errors of estimate mean squares 
of Ages (months) 
freedom 1 2 3 k 5 6 12 21i 
ses 1 
230 
5.9 
83.0 
130U.7* 
269.2 
2385.3^ t 
5i^ 8.3 
m9o.ii 
785.3 
6631.0* 
1139.5 
9193.7* 
1517.2 
131+15.9 
6ii63.7 
ioli5i5.o** 
7787I+.3 
h 
3 
7 
127.3 226.8 
328.7^ Hf 1266.8^ t* 
39.6 132.5 
1105.0* 
2o5o. 
511.0 
2386.9* 
3197.5*i^  
1160.1 
3239.0* 
3095.8* 
1276.5 
i+800.5* 
3318.5 
1215.6 
29620.9** 
297li3.0** 
1+621.9 
31+589.7*^  ^
1+1+149.6 
10562.5 
1^9 83.7 231.3 i4li5.o 733.0 1066.9 1U91+.3 5031.0 6735.5 
3es 1 
230 
it93.5^  ^
100.7 
1326. 
1)11.2 
19li5.1 
738.3 
7853.2-:f*10919.2** 
1102.3 1U97.0 
11+901+.7** 
6ii6l,i+ 
102771.5-)f* 
807li.0 
h 
3 
7 
)478.9** 
ij69.5*5(-
181i.l* 
1299.6** 2857.2** 
676.8 1775.U 
550.9 1076.8 
3881.1** 
1732.1+ 
1135.6 
51+7 i+. 2** 
171+1+. 8 
1327.it 
2971)5.1** 
25998.6** 
1+1+86.8 
36280.0** 
9917.0 
11285.0 
159 69.2 323.9 667.7 1016.2 lUi+i|.9 5028.1 6817.8 
ses 1 
230 
66.9 
208.8 
2U59.7* 
1+77.9 
2921.5 
793.1+ 
3716.1 
1198.0 
8831+.6 
597li.li 
97561.9 
7689.1+ 
U 
3 
7 
285.3 
291.3 
261.9 
121+8.7* 
531.6 
878.0 
1993. l+* 
769.9 
698.0 
311+1+.!+* 
9li6,6 
879.7 
2561+5.6** 
2I+3I+2.5** 
3823.9 
32566.2** 
3203.6** 
9796.3 
159 157.1 1^ 27.7 751+.1 1182.2 ii80i+.3 673I4.8 
!es 1 
230 
18.8 
260.5 
221+6.3 
599.5 
3322.1 
867.1+ 
2180.0 
5222.0 
92216.1* 
7277.9 
h 
3 
7 
66l,i+* 
2120.1+-»* 
1775.7** 
13li9.5 
267.7 
1+10.2 
2025.0 
280.3 
27U.3 
19301.8** 26661+. 8si* 
5206.3 3180.il** 
21la.8 8561i.2 
159 231+.8 61+5.1+ 882.1 1+382.9 6501.1 
1 of 0.05 or lower, 
1 of 0.01 or lower. 
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Table 23. (continued) 
Degrees Errors or estljnate laean squares 
Age Source of Ages (months) 
(months) freedom 1 3 a 5 
h Between Sindhi 
Remainder 
and crosses 1 
230 
1620.7* 283 
239.5 55 
proportions 
Breeds 
interactions 
(a) 
(b) 
(ab) 
3 
7 
3233.esHfr 27 
6 
2it99.5^ f* 29 
Residual (error) 159 163.5 6l 
Between Sindhi and crosses 
Remainder 
1 
230 
15 
32 
proportions 
Breeds 
interactions 
(a) 
(b) 
(ab) 
h 
3 
7 
33 
3, 
52: 
Residual (error) 159 3h 
6 Between sindhi 
Remainder 
and crosses 1 
236 
proportions 
Breeds 
interactions 
(a) 
(b) 
(ab) 
h 
3 
7 
Residual 159 
12 Between sindhi 
Remainder 
and crosses 1 
230 
proportions (a) 
Breeds (b) 
Interactions (ab) 
Residual (error) 
It 
3 
7 
159 

b. 
led) 
Degrees Errors ol" estimate mean squares 
of Ages (months) 
freedom i > U b b 12 2k 
ss 1 1620.7* 2837.7# 1892,1 82312,3 
230 239.5 556.9 l;790.l4 67082.0 
k 3 2 3 3 . 2 7 6 . 8  13385.8* 119318.1* 
3 1^677.8** 68.0 10819.7* U95.3 
7 2ii99.5** 297.7 3653.6 9li52.7 
1^9 163.9 616.0 •i4078.52 6122.9 
!S 1 156.3 21;. 9 53126.U*» 
230 32it.O U520.1 6188,9 
h 330.5 1230U.2* 15682.6* 
3 35.5 11535.7* 285lj.2 
7 521.6 2831.3 600ii.8 
1^9 3U8.3 3696.9 50; 6.9 
)S 1 $hh,k 51972.0** 
236 1^869.1 6119.8 
h 8879.U* 16616,8* 
3 11676.7** 369h»3 
7 2590.1 8115.0 
159 2929.8 5520.it 
»S 1 75293.5** 
230 5000.7 
U 822U.0 
3 1U78.7 
7 5508.9 
159 5127.1 
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DISCiJSSION 
The Data 
One of the serious limitations of the data used in this study is 
the progressive reduction in the nui&er of animals vri'bh advancing age. 
The total of 567 animals (365 feiTiales and 202 males) upon vi^.ieh at least 
one measurerient of ?jeight or height was talton cosiparos favourably -with 
other experiments on- cross breedins. Hoivever, nost such experiments 
naturally oxiiibit the same \vea3aiess as regards decreasing nia4)ers -with 
advancing age, Tliis is illoBtra-fced by the statement of Morrison 
(1946, p, 514), who summarized data from several sources: 
For each breed, the averages represent data for a larger 
number of animals at early ages tlmn at later ages#... 
Hie average heights shoroi in the table are for sraller 
numbers of animals and the nusiber of bulls included in 
the studies Twas much less tlian heii'ers, 
It is evident tlmt the sltuatiozi obsearved hi these da''oe. is by no 
means peculiar to tliis oarbicular study. In addition to fne lovter 
jreliability which accompanies the reduction in nuiriber of animals, there 
is some danger of bias arising because of differential selection among 
the various groups carried on to older ages. Although this cannot 
be resiedied now, it is to be considered in interpreting the data, 
liales 
The mean height for Sindhi mle calves at birth was greater tlian 
that for cross bred calves (Tables 14 and 24), Since the difference ms 
•within the limits of expected prolaabilitios (Table 15), no ocHiolusion 
weed be drami from that single fact. The data on the height of mle 
oalvea for older agea -were too fev; to -warrant the labair of detailed 
analysis, Tho mean heigh-bs of Sindhi and cross bred calves fluctuated 
from age to age, as is shomi in Table 24, and at no age were the 
differences greater than tliose expected by clianoe variatioii. 
Table 24. Ifean heights and standard errors of Sixidhi 
and cross bred mles from birth to six jnontlas 
Sindhi Crosses 
i^ge (months) Jiean Number of xhoxi Ifumiber of 
(inches) observations (iaohes) observations 
0 25.21^0,14 66 24.99i0.1S 173 
1 26.44^.34 12 26.53i0.40 10 
2 28,07io.48 7 27,3740.69 10 
Z 29.07t0.77 6 28.7Q40.57 9 
4 S1.21j;l,ll 7 29,32*0.88 4 
5 31,50K).S2 8 32,13f0.65 9 
6 32.40J0.59 8 S3,77{0.90 3 
Because of the small numbers involved, and because the animals 'were 
the survivors of intense selection, the table is presented only to show-
that there was no consistent tendency for either group to excel in 
height at v/ithers. 
The difference in twight at birth of Sindhi $ind cross bred inale 
calves (Table 14) was also of the same order as height. The observed 
difference easiljr could have ooourred as a chance variation. 
The cons-bants for height and v/eight given in Table 14 are striking­
ly similar. Of the breeds studied, the calves vrlth Brown Svdss breeding 
(bg) -were the largest at birth, both in height and in wight. The 
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calves with Holstein "breodiog (bg) vwre a close second in vroight but 
they had the lowest doTrelopment in height. The calTos of Guernsey 
breeding (b^) had the lowest birtli \veights but stood second in height. 
The calvee xvith Jersey breeding (b^) wero intermediate. The constants 
iudicate differences in body forjaation during prenatal growth. The 
Holstein (bg) and the Guernsey (b^) represent two opposite extremes 
in conformation as judged by height and -weight at birth. 
The effect of various proportioas of European blood also demon­
strates similar differences. In general, tho values of constants a^, 
ag and ag -were negative for both height and weight, Tlie positive value 
of the constant for the height is too small to have itiuoh meaning. 
The positive value of the constant a^ for t!ie weight is large enough 
not to be neglected and ciay represent a real tendency for the aninals 
with 6/8 blood of European breeds to gain more -weight during the pre­
natal period. These animals vrare produced by dams with 4/8 European 
blood which had been bred to pure bred bulls of European breeds. Since 
dams with 4/8 Fwopean blood grew to a larger size than others 
(Table 21), the heavier weight of the &Q calves at birth my merely 
reflect superior maternal environment rather than a superior gene 
combination among the &q calves. This interpretation is also supported 
by the heavy •weights of the ag calves which ware produced by mating 
dams with 4/8 European blood to Sindhi bulls. 
Tho results prosonted in Table 15 confirm the oonclusian that 
the differences betv/aen Sindhi and cross bred animals are vTithin the 
limits expected by ohanoo variation. The differences airbributabl© to 
the proportion of European blood and those between tho four Eujropean 
breeds used ivere greater than expootod at a probability level of one 
per cent. 
Formles 
Height 
The average height of Sindhi and cross brod femalee (Table 17, 
Figure l) ims siiailar fron birth to 36 montlis of age. In general, the 
cross bred animals Tsrero bora viith slightly greater hoight tloan the 
Sindhi and maintained this load tlu'oughout, except at 24 nonths of age. 
The differences "between the tvjo groups were no greater tiian those ex­
pected by chance at tho one per cent level of probability. Figure 1 
shovvs tliat the groT,vth of Sindhi aninals in height between two and tliree 
months vjas slow. This was made up hy the tiros the calves were four 
months old. The difference between tho mean heights of the Sindhi and 
the crosses at three months of age "was greater tlrnn that expected at 
tho five per cent level of probability but not greater than expected 
at the one per cent level. There seems to be no adequate explanation 
of the slower growth in height of Sindhi calves at three mantlis. The 
records -vwre made in different years at different periods of time and 
there does not seem to be any time trend in tho data. 
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The cross bred aninals avoragod lower in height at 24 months tlian 
Sindhi aniiaals, Tliis may haTo "boon due to ohano© variation, since 
tho difference ims ssiail and witiiin tli© linits of expectations at the 
five per cent level of probability, 
Tho main fact brought out by a study of the height data is that 
T/hile the cross bred aniaials tend to have greater height, at no age is 
the difference from Sindhi animals greater -tiian that expected due to 
chance variations at the one per cent level of probability, Honoe 
one of the principal conclixsions from these data is that the groirth of 
Sindhi and the crosses in height is siitiilar up to 36 months of age. 
Tliis is supported by the results obtained in the analysis of variance 
(Table 19), 
The values of various constants presented in Table 18 show that 
tho femles -srith Holstein breeding (bg) liad the greatest height at 
all ages studied, Tlie anirnals vri.th Broivn Swiss breeding (bg) were 
second in height, finals with Jersey breeding (b^^) were slightly 
higher tlian those with (Juomsey breeding (b^) at birth, at 12 months, 
and at 36 months, while those vnth Gruemsey breeding (b^) were higher 
at six months and at 24 aonths, Tlie data for animals with Gruemsey 
breeding (b^) wore far from adequate (Table 16), and it does not 
seem wortli while to pay more than casual attentiosi to the values for 
tiiis group. 
The lialf bred animals (a^.) had lovr heights at birth but grew to 
be the highest at 12 months and later, Animals with 25 per cent 
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European "blood (ag) iver© Tsom vrith the greatest height and kept this 
lead till six aonths# after which they stood second highost. The 
aninals "with 12,5 per cent European blood (a^)* stood seoora3 hlr;hest 
at birth but did not mintain this positiol^ after that. Aniaals in 
ag, ag and a^ groups were rather small at birtli, those in group a^ 
being the shortest. 
The Jialf bred (a^) aniimla v/ere obtained from pure brod Sindhi 
(a^) dams. The one quarter (ag) and one eighth (a^^) aniacils Tvere 
obtained froa half bred (a^) and one quarter (ag) Sindhi darns re­
spectively, The small sis© of a^ anirnals at birth my be accounted 
for by tlie laatomal enviromnont provided by their Sindhi dans, whereas 
the large size of ag calves is explained by their having half bred 
dajas. The height at birth of the calves is in exactly the same order 
as the height of the daais at 36 months. As the animls grew older, 
the influence of matomal envirorEient ms progressively obliterated, 
Tliis is illustrated in Figure 3, 
Da3Tis Feraale progeny 
At birth At tliree years 
Figure 3. Eanlc in height at v/ithers of daras and of their feinale 
progeny with different proportions of European blood. 
These results aro strilcingly similar to those reported "by Walton, 
and liamond (1938) in a study of recipi'ooal crosses of Shira horses 
and Shetland ponies, Tliose authors found that the size of the foals at 
birth Diras approximtel;/ proportional to the iwight and height of their 
dams and about equal to the foals of the pure breeds to vMoh their 
dams belonged. 
The aiaalysis of variance presented in Table 19 shows tliat at none 
of the ages studied iirero the differences in the height at withers be­
tween Sindhi and the cross bred aniirjals jnoro than ozpeotod by oliance 
•variations in the data. The differences in the height at birth attrib­
utable to different proportions of European blood were greater than 
expected due to ohanco variation at the one per cent level of prdbabil-
ity, -while the breeds of European cattle diffoi'ed significantly at 
bijrth and at 36 riionths. Tlie differences at birth reflect the differ-
onces both in the intra-uterino environjiient and in the inlierent growth 
rate, while those at later ages shovi? inore clearly the influences of 
external environments and the inherent gravth rate. Later in this 
study, the theme regarding the iniportance of maternal envircnment in 
relation to size at birth is developed more fully. Tlie aonagenent 
practices were reasonably uniform for all aninials. It can, therefore, 
be assuined tlmt external onviroiTnants did not tend to favour anjr one 
group more than any other. The large mean square for breeds at 36 
months (Table 19), probably represents tiie differencas in the age at 
which different breeds roach maturi't^r. The rank of the breeds at 36 
months ms Holstein-Prlesian, Brcrwn S-wiss, Jersey and Guernsey, with 
the Jersey and Guernsey -mry close together. Except for the last pair, 
the mature size of the pure breeds under tlieir natural enTironnonts is 
in the same order. 
I'he fact that the mean squares for the interaction of breed and 
blood percentage (ab) were sraall (Table 19), suggests that the effect 
of changing tho amount of European "blood vjas siniilar for each of the 
four breeds studied, 
Weight 
The ferale cross bred calves averaged lieavier at birth than the 
Sindhl calves and beoams increasingly heavier with advancing age (Table 
20), These differsnoos were greater than can be ascribed to chance 
variation. In this respect data for weight differ from the data for 
height. This is in oonformity with the findings of Siyptt et al. (1929), 
•who studied a Jersey and an Aberdeen Angus cow as representatives of 
dairy and beef types. They concluded that tho skeletal development of 
the two was generally similar and that the difference in oonfonuation 
between the tivo ms caused by the development of extreme "fleshing" in 
the Aberdeen Angus cow. 
It is obvious from the magnitude of differences that the Sindhi 
and the crosses had different rates of growth, Blacknan (1919) proposed 
a measure of growth rate in plants. He called it "Efficiency index". 
Fisher (l92l) termed this **Helative growth rate" and reiterated that 
this was a correot measure of grorrbh, Brody (1946) has used this 
statistic, called K, as a measure of grov/tli rate. It has "been defined 
as, 
1 TJ, - 1 W„ 
K s ^ ^ 
ti" tg 
Ifihere, l^W^ and l^Wg 'fch© natural logarithms of -sjeights, and 
tj^ and ^2 are the oorrespouding time units defining the tirae 
interval between the tv/o observations. 
Y;hon miltiplied by 100, the K etatistio describes the percentage growth 
rate. In order to study the comparative grovrth rates of Sindhi and 
crosses, the percentage gror/bh rates of the tsro groups Iiave been 
presented in Table 25 and illustrated in Figure 4. 
Table 25, Percentage growth rate in the weight of Sindhi 
and cross bred calves frora biirth to -two j^ears 
Age (months) Sindhi Grosses 
0- 1 41.4 38.7 
1- 2 25.5 20.4 
2- 3 23.5 25.7 
3- 4 22.1 20.7 
4- 5 15.5 17.8 
5- 6 14.0 15,6 
5-12 9.5 9,0 
12-24 2.8 3.4 
The growth rate of crosses is higher than that of Sindhi animls 
at all age intervals except between birth and one month and between six 
and 12 months, Tlae lov/er growth rate between birth and one month is 
Sindhi 
Crosses 
I , 
t; 
"T— 
4 
-r 
8 0 10 12 14 
Age (montlis) 
16 18 20 22 
~T— 
24 
Figure 4» Relative percentage grovrfah rate in vreight of Sindhi and cross bred females. 
probably indicative of the comparative inability orrather slowness of 
the cross bred calves to adjust themselves to the external envircnmenta, 
In a similar ir^ner the loiver growth rate between six and 12 montlis may 
be due to the inability of these calves to adapt theiriselves to elianges 
in feeding consequent to the disoontinuance of clcinimillc in the foed. 
The simplest interpretation of these results is that the cross bred 
calves are not ahle to adjust theinselves to changes in environments as 
quickly as Sindhi calves. This is in confirmity with the genejral 
opinion that cross bared cattle need greater care and attention in the 
Tropics tlian do animls of indigenous breeds. 
The constants shcnsn in Table 21 present a picture similar to those 
for height. The animls ¥jith Brown S\viss breeding (b2)» heaviest at 
birth, surrendered this position to animals with Holstein breeding (bg) 
at the later ages. The aniinals with Jersey breeding (b^) had the lowest 
weight at biarbh and at 24 months, i^ile those with Guernsey breeding 
(b^) occupied this position from one to 12 months of age. The large 
Table 26, Weights of animals having different breeding 
Cross bred 
Age 
(months ) 
Stodhi 
(mean) 
Jersey 
bl) 
Brown- Swiss 
(JU4. bg) 
Holste in-Fries ion 
(M^ bg) 
Guernsey 
(>» V114) 
0 42.5 33,3 47,6 44.0 45.5 
1 64,3 58,8 65.1 66.0 53.5 
2 83,0 81.3 88.7 98.2 80.5 
3 104,9 107,2 113.6 124.4 94,9 
4 130,7 135,3 147.2 156,3 123.3 
5 152,8 162,4 173,7 181.6 144.6 
6 175,6 192,4 205,5 211.7 173. S 
12 512.8 330,1 342.4 388.3 285 ,9 
24 446.6 485.8 510.3 538,8 506.1 
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negative constant for animals with Jersey breeding (b^) at 24 months 
probably reflects the early maturing tendency of this breed of cattle. 
The average iseights of animals with different breeding as determined 
by the fitted constants, are presented in Table 26, 
The aveights of the animals v/ith Jersey breeding (b^) tvere closest 
to those of Sindhi animals. The animls mth Giiernsey breeding (b^) 
made slmv gains. They v/ere bom heavier than the Siadhi calves but 
lagged behind till 24 months of aso> yihen they -nrero again heavier tlian 
Sindhi animals. These lower gains may roprosont the inability of these 
animals to make sufficient gronvth in the enviromnents provided. This 
may be interpreted as an expression of the poor adaptability of these 
animals to tropical conditions. This belief is reinforced by findings 
of Cousins (1933) x7ho reported that Guernsey cattle •wore unsuitable as 
a pure breed in Jamaica, In a study of crosses of three European breeds 
with Sahiwal cattle in Jamaica, Hmve (l946, p, 86) stated: 
Table 27, Relative per cent groivth rate of Sindhi and 
cross bred females with different breedijig 
Per cent growth rate (ibo IC) 
Age Cross bred 
(months) Sindhi Brown Holstein-
Jersey Swiss Friesian Guernsey 
0- 1 41,4 41.7 31.4 41,3 23.7 
1- 2 25,5 31,5 31,7 40.0 54.3 
2- S 33,5 29,5 24,3 22.1 15.1 
3- 4 22,1 23,1 27,5 23.4 26.0 
4- 5 15,6 18,9 16,0 15.0 15.0 
5- 6 14.0 16,0 17,5 15.1 19.0 
6-12 9,5 9,1 8,6 10,0 8.3 
12-24 2,8 3,3 3,4 2.6 4.8 
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The raanner in which the Guernsey breed varies in its 
reaction with Zebu blood makes it doubtful Yfhother the 
crossing of this breed with Zebu would be advantageous in 
developing a new breed for conditions in Janiaioa. 
Table 27 confirms the erratic beliaviour of cross bred female calves 
with Guernsey breedizig. It also illustrates that the growth rate of Jersey 
crosses ms nearest to that of pure bred Sindhi animals. 
On the basis of these data, it can be said tliat if a Sindhi animal 
ivas the ideal in size and if a cross was desired that would have the 
least difference from it, in this respect, the Jersey, of the European 
breeds studied, cams closest to tnoeting this requiretneat. On the other 
hand, if the largest animl is considered raost desirable, animls -Kith 
Holstein breediiig would be laost suitable ainDng the broods studied. 
The influence of varying proportions of European blood on the grov/th 
in vroight ms approximately imrallel to that on the growth in height. 
The influence of mtemal ©nvironnients is demonstrated by the grorrth 
of animals in a^, ag and aj^ groups* In general, the birth •yreights of 
calves were in the same oi'der as the v/eights of their dams at tivo 
years (and probably at mturity). The vreights of groups ag and ag do 
not conform to this. In the data for aniraals weighed at each age 
(Table 2l), the ag and ag groups have the lowest birth woights. The 
constants for all data at birth (page 34), show that the birth weight 
of the ag group vias second highest, but the group ag had the lov/est 
birth weight in tliese data. Tliis irns also true of the birth weights 
of male calves (Table 14). The raiak of dams at two years and of 
calves at birth having different proportions of blood of European cattle 
is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Dans i^les Dans Females 
(all data) 
Dans Femles 
(continuous 
data) 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5. Hanks in -weight of dams at tvro years and of the 
progeny at birth. 
Fif^ures 5(a) and 5(b) are quite similar, the only difference being 
an interchange in the position of the and a^ calTes, The difference 
in the position of ftg between Figures 5(b) and 5(c) is accounted for by 
the non-inclusion of the birth weight of four calves of the group b^ag 
(S/o Holstein-Friesian) in the study of continuous data presented in 
Table 21» These calves had heavy birth weights averaging over 61 pounds 
and almost entirely account for raising the constant for the ag group 
in the data presented on page 34, Subsequent readings on these animls 
were not available and hence they are not included in tho analysis of 
continuous data. The resemblance between Figures S(a) and 5(b), both of 
which are based on tho large amount of unselected data confirms the 
conclusion that the birth weights are influenced by the maternal 
environments. It also shows tliat there is no sex difference in this 
respect. 
The constants (Table 2l) show tliat the animals with 50 per cent 
European blood (a4) TJere not heaviest at birtli but at tho age of Itour 
i!io:iths they had grown, to have the highest weisht and they maintained 
this lead for the rest of tho period studied, Animls mth 25 per cent 
I^ropea-n blood (ag) were bom heaviest and had the highest \TOight for 
the first ti.TO months, Proia tliree months to 24 nonths those animls 
were second highest in xveight, except at 12 nonths when animls of the 
a^ group excesdod them. Mimals with 12,5 per cent European blood (a^^) 
were bom second heaviest but did not mintain this position after they 
were one month old, Tho groivth of animls with 62,5 per cent European 
blood (og) vrns rathor erratic, Thoy were bom with the second lowest 
weight but fluctuated nuch and occupied the thii'd highest position at 
24 months, The constants domonstrate clearly unthriftiness (and there­
fore uncuitabili-tfy) of animls with 75 per cent blood of European breeds 
(BQ), Biece aninals Iiad lowest weights at all ages sfeidiedj except at 
six taonths v^aon thoy were second lov/est. AnlnEils with }iiore tlrnn 75 per 
cent Europeaii blood vjere not availablej but on the basis of these data, 
it seems reasonable to conclude that animals with 75 per cent or more of 
^ropean breeds do not grow so well as those v/ith lo^^er percentages do. 
If large gains in the weight are desii'able^ these anirtials do not oeasure 
hijh on the scale of desirability. 
The animals of the group were obtained by using purebred bulls 
of European breeds (a^) on Sindhi (ft^) cows. These animals ifjere bom 
sraall, probably because of the limitations of their Sindhi dams to 
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prcnride intra-utoriiie ©nvironitionts that would give fair expression, to 
thair inherited growiiig ability. The fact tliat these animals overoane 
the Iiandicap of lov/er birth weight and grew to be the heaviest among 
the crosses gives some indioatioii of heterosis, 
Four variables are involved in the preceding discussion, namely J 
(l) percentage of 3indhi blood (S), (2) percentage of European breed (E); 
(3) percentage heterozygosity of progeny (P)j and (4) percentage 
heterozygosity of dam (D), xJamerical values, xvhich demonstrate the 
relative importance of a unit change in each of these variables upon 
the weight of tlie cross bred calves, can be oomputod from tlie "a" values 
given in Table 21» Each "a" can be expressed as a linear function of 
the four variables enumerated above. Tlius, 
®-i = ^s^i ^ ^e^i ^ ^p^i ^ ^d^i' 
"l^Taere the C's are constants vfhoso values are to be deter:ninod. According 
to this scheme, five equations can be \7ritten to describe the five "a" 
constants of Table 21: 
a J s 87.5Cs i- 12,5 Cg 4- 25 50 
ag s 75.0Cg i- 25.0 50 • 100 
a4 s 50.0 Cg *• 50.0 100 Cp 0 
as s 37.5Cg 4. 62.5 f 75 Cp f 50 C<j 
a0 s 25.0Cg f 75.0 Cg f 50 Cp f 100 
One of the equations can be eliminated, or two can be combined, aiid 
the roEiaining four solved simultaneously to obtain values of the C's, 
Tlie a0 equation was dropped in the solution given her© because only four 
animals "were in that class. 
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Table 28, Values of variables for peroentage of blood and 
heterozygosis in the \veight of feinales 
Variables Age (montlos) 
0 6 12 24 
•0.013 
-0.291 
«).123 
+0j095 
-0.344 
-0,582 
40.596 
;o.i7o 
-0.777 -0.816 
-0^988 -2.2S6 
fl,340 J^2.097 
K».252 f0,452 
Tlie constants at ages 0, 6, 12 and 24 months are given in Table 28. 
Caution jinist bo used in interpreting these constants as absolute values 
for several reasons. First, the "a" effects were originally estimated 
with the restriction that^^i s Second, the sum of the four equations 
actually solved is 
Third, an increase or decrease in Sindhi blood is necessarily accompanied 
(biologically) by a compensating chaioge in European breeding. The 
following conclusions are suggested from observing the relative magnitude 
of the constants: 
(1) Increasing tho percentage of Sindhi blood at the expense of 
European blood results in increased growth. 
(2) The detrimental effect of European blood becomes more pronounced 
iTlth increasing age, suggesting lack of adaptability. 
(3) Heterozygosi-ty of the calf is accompaniod by increased growth, 
apparently more pronounced at older ages. 
(4^ Heterozygosity of the dam is accompanied by increased weight 
of the calf, particularly at biirth. 
250 Cg 150 250 Cp ^ 200 a a}_ ag 4» a^ 4* ag = 
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Findings of I-Ioivo (lD46) also indicate that hetorozygosis vias a 
strong influence in tlie groviitli of cross bred animals. Recognising 
that HOT?;9'S study ims ooiiducbed under different enviroiiniental con­
ditions (in Jamaica) and tliat a different breed of Indian oattle 
(Salaivjal) ;ms iised, the comparison is valid only in general terns. In 
the data presented by Hovje (1946, i>, 46) the a^_ group had the highest 
weights at all ages up to 13 years, Tho pure bred aninals of European 
breeds (83) had the lov'/est weight at birth and had generally low vreights 
at all other ages (up to 13 years), liowe felt tliat his data did not 
pormit separating the effect of percentage of blood fron tlie effect of 
heterosis and atti'ibuted the higher \ifeiglit and tho gro;Tfch of the half 
bred animals to their increased percentage of Sahiml blood. In view 
of the fact that he did not have aniinals witli Sahiml blood greater 
than 50 per cent nor did he have half bred animals produced in myB 
other tlian by crossing pure breeds, the conclusion ms justified. In 
the present study an effort to measure these factors separately lias 
given entirely reasonable results, Tlae method is not necessarily limited 
to the linear model used here although the adequacy and range of the 
present data discourage furbher extrapolation. For example, the equations 
could have been written as quadmtics in one variable by including the 
a0 equation in the preceding analysis, 
Tlie utean squares in the analyses of variance (Table 22) c oaf inn 
the finding that the observed difference between the -Reight of Sindhi 
aiid that of the cross-bred aniraals is greater than vrould be expected by 
ckince. Those aloo show that the differences attributahlo to proportions 
of European blood are genorally greater than those expootod at the on© 
per oont level of prohahility. The same is true of differences betiveen 
tiio four breeds of European cattle, Tliese results show that the -weights 
of aniinals at the ages st-udiod were significantly influenced by t2ie 
breed-blood percentage group to which they belonged. In practice, tliis 
nakes it necessarj- to pay attention to the particular breed and the 
proportion of blood used for cross breeding. The notn-signifioance of 
mean squares for interaction betvreen proportions of blood and breeds 
(ab) indicates that the non-additive relationships between tlio different 
breeds and varying proportions of European blood vrere unimportantly 
small, although of course vm cannot be sure they tjere zero. 
The analyses of covariance between tlie weights at different ages 
yrero carried out. The mean sqtiares in errors of estiraate for the 
weights at later ages (dependent variables) from a statistical control 
of the weights at earlier ages (independent variables) are given in 
Table 33. These show the following features! 
a. Tlie mean squares for the errors of estimate between Sindhi and the 
crosses are generally greater than expectad at tho five per cent 
level of probabilities but not greater tlian those expected at the 
one per cent level. This shows that the difference between tlie 
weights of Sindhi and crosses at the earlier ages are only slightly 
valuable for predicting this difference at the later ages, 
b» Tho error mean squares between tlie proportions of European blood (a) 
are, in the main, greater than expected because of cliance variation 
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at the one per oent level of pro'Dabilits', Trie early differenoes 
in the \Yoight associated with the various poroontagos of European 
blood do not persist strongly into tho later ages, Altliough 
this pattern is by no means perfect, the tendenoj/ is clearly dis­
cernible. The raost logical genetic explanation seems to be that 
different sets of genetic influences cause these differences early 
and later in the growing period. 
The error mean squares in the analysis of co-mriance, attributable 
to differences between the four European breeds (b) are more 
irregular than in the preceding case for -tiie Tarious percentages 
of blood. The regressions from 1 to 6 months are quite effective 
in predictijag the weight of the calves during the latter part of the 
period studied. The differenoes attributable to the four European 
breeds fluctuate tidien the calves are young but there is a tendency 
for these differenoes to follow a set pattern vdien the animals are 
older. This conclusion must remain in general terms because of 
several exceptions. 
In the covariance analyses, the interactim (ab) covarianoes at 
most of the ages studied ware small but positive, Tliis indicates 
that small plus or minus deviations from the general trond of 
breeds and percentages of blood at early ages persist until later 
ages. This is an entirely reasonable result since it is to be 
expected that growth at any period depends upon the growth at earlier 
periods, regardless of the causes of the earlier grcvrbh. 
Kie errors of ostirat© for the interaoticai. term in the coTmriano© 
analyses were notable only for their small size. Hearly all of 
them -wore less than would "be expected by chance Trariation at five 
per cent level of probability and several of thorn -were less than 
the residual jnoan squares -which Iiave been used as error terms. This 
shows tliat the interaction terns at later ages were alnost entirely 
determined by the regression on the weight at earlier ages. 
The results obtained in this study are limited by insu.fficisnt 
data, as regards height at vvithors, Tloe data on crosses ir-Tolving the 
Guernsey breed and those having nor© than 50 per cent blood of European 
catrtle were also small in amount. More records of the height can 
probably be obtained without much additional expense and efforts. But 
obtaijoing additional crosses to supplement the data on the animls \7ith 
Guernsey breeding and on anitoals tyith more tlian 50 per cent of the blood 
of i^uropoan breeds is in a different oategoiy. Both are matters primarily 
concerned v/ith the economics of running the herd. In a college herd, 
such as that at Allahabad, not primarily devoted to research, the small 
additional expense in obtaining height records may be justified but 
obtaining additional crosses may not be. In any case it would be 
difficult because the herd Ms no Guernsey bull at present and the 
policy of back crossing to the Sindhi parent has gone quite far. 
The decision to emphasize the breeding of the Jersey in preference 
to the other breeds of European cattle was a sound one if cross bred 
animals with the least difference from Sindhi animals in the v/eight and 
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the hei::;ht were desired. The size of indigenous animals in ar^ partic­
ular set of ©nviroraieats has "been a result of adjustraonts to the pre-
vailirig mitritional and oliaatic conditions, Ar^ -aide deviation from 
it would be likely to add to the unsuitahility of the animals and 
efforts to modify enviromionts vjould result in expense •which may not 
be economically justifiable, llio Sindhi aninals have shw^i themselves 
to be well adapted to the local enviromnsnts and the Jersey crosses 
•were closest to -blio Sindhi animls in size. IThilo recognizing that 
size should not be the priroaiy or solo aim in breeding of dairy cattle, 
the similariiiy of the Jersejr crosses to Sindhi animals in this respect 
adds a point in their favour. 
CCiii'CLUSIOl^S 
The differonoos in helEht betiveon the Sindhi and the average of 
all cross bred feimles from birth to three years of age iToro not 
large enough to be significant. 
The female cross bred calves mth Holstein-Friesian breeding had 
the greatest height at birtli and reinainod so at all ages studied 
(up to tliree years). Those vrith Guernsey breediijg had the least 
height at birth and retained this position at all ages studied 
e3:cept at two years. 
Cross bred feiaale calves having 50 per cent of the blood of European 
cattle vrere not born mth the greatest height, but attained this 
position at one year and Tiaxintained it for the rest of tho period 
studied. Those v;ith 25 per cent of the blood of European cattle 
had the greatest height at birth but occupied tho second highest 
position at one year and later. 
Differences in tho height of cross bred female calves, attributable 
to different proportions of blood of European cattle, r.-ere not 
significant at aiy age except at birth. Those attributable to the 
breed of European cattle vrare significant at no age except at 
birth and at three years. The significant difference at three 
years was apparently indicative of a tendency for some breeds to 
reach skeletal maturity earlier than others. 
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5, Tho difforenoe between the weight of Sindhi r^nd tliao of cross bred 
female calves \ma non-significant at one, four an.d 12 riontlis. It 
was significant at the five per cent level at birtli asid at tvfo 
and three months, and at the one per cont level at five, six 
and 24 months, 
6. The grovrbh rate of cross bred feimles ivas higher tlian tliat of 
Sindhi at all ages stodied except betvwen bijrtli and one rnontli and 
between six and 12 months. Since these periods wero characterized 
by cliaiige in Qiivironmonts, the lov/er groi'rth rate indicates that the 
oross bred femles Imd less adaptabiliiy to c'langos in the environ­
ments than the Sindhi aninals, 
7. Cross bred animls "viith Bro\w- Swiss breeding Tf«re heaviest at 
birth but those v/ith Holstein-Priesian breeding were heaviest at 
two years. The groivth of oross bred calves v/itli Guernsey hreedhiQ 
•was slowest of all the different crosses stadied. These calves 
also appeared to respond adversely to unfavorable changes in 
environment more noticeably than the other breeds. The vraights 
of the cross bred animals \irith Jersey breeding v/ere closest to 
those of Sindhi animals. 
8, The oross bred calves with 50 per cent blood of European breeds 
did not have the highest weight at birth, but they gained rapidly 
and had the highest weight at two years. The v/eights attained by 
those with 75 per cent blood of European breeds •were lou/er than 
those liaving a lower percen^fcage of European blood, thus indicatixig 
that theso animals •were not suitable under the environraents provided. 
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9, The difxoreaoes in the weights of cross hred oalTOS due to tlie 
varying proportions of blood of European cattle vrere non-sigaifioant 
at two nonths, Thsy -were significant at the five per cent level 
at tliroo and six months and at the one per cent level at birth and 
at one, four, five, 12 and 24 months. The differences between the 
breeds of European cattle were non-significant at the five per cent 
level at five and six montlis and at the one per cent level at 
otlier ages, 
10, Tiio absozioe of interactions, betiveen the breeds of European cattle 
and the proportions of their blood used in cross breeding, for the 
height as Viiell as for the v/eight indicated that a similar response 
resulted from increasing the paroentage of blood of each of the 
breeds, 
11» Tlie weights and heights of cross bred calves at birth indicated 
strong influence of mtemal environments. This influence gradually 
diminished as the aiaimls grew older. 
12. Tlie increase in the percentage of Sindhi blood at the expense of 
the blood of European breeds increased growth* 
13. There i^ere indications that the detrimental effect of European 
blood on growth rate became more pronounced as tlie animals grew 
older; suggesting lack of adaptabiliiy, 
14. The heterozygosis of the calf was accompanied by increased grovrbh, 
particularly at older ages, v/hile the heterozygosis of the dam 
accommnied increased weight of the calf, especially at birth. 
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SUI£;M 
Tlig growth of Sindlii and crosses of Sindhi with Jersey, Brown 
Sid-ss, Holsteiii-Friosian and Guomsey breeds of cattle has been studied. 
The data isfere obtained from Allahabad -.Agricultural Institute, Allahabad, 
india. The herd at Allahabad Tvas established in 1910. Sevei'al breeds 
of Indian cattle were tried and eventually animals of the Sindhi breed 
vwro kept. Cross breeding with European breeds vas started in 1922 
and the four Suropean breeds of cattle Tnentioned were used. In 1934, 
a policj'' of back crossing the cross bred animals to the Sijidhi v/as 
initiated and emphasis was placed on breeding Sindhi animls with Jersey, 
The records studied consisted of observations on weiEht and height 
at monthly inteinrals frora birth to six months, then at one year and 
6innually thereafter, A few records of bii'th vreights were available 
from 1928, but the bulk of the data for the weights were obtained from 
1934 to 1948, Hecords for height were available froir. the end of 1935 
to 1948. There v/ere more data for weight than for lieight, for early 
ages tJian for later ages, and for femles than for nalee. 
The data wore grouped according to the breeds and according to the 
proportions of blood of European breeds in units of l/S* Aoiiraals with 
5/8 blood of European breeds were represented by those with Jersey 
breeding only. The crosses with Guernsey breeding v/ere represented in 
l/S, 2/8 and 4/8 blood groups only. 
Analyses of variance and ooTariance were carried out. Because the 
data viQve d is proportional iii rarious class if icatio?is and because some 
classes xiere missing altogether, the least squares estimates •were ob­
tained by the method of fitting constants, The rsethod lias been de­
scribed in detail# 
The data for the height and the vjeight of niale calves tTsra studied 
for obsorvatioiis at birth only. The Sindhi Jnale calves averased 25.21 ^ 
0.14 inches in height at birth {66 observations) and their oean birth 
weight ;ms 44.5 J 0.9 pounds (72 observations). The height of cross 
bred rale calves at bijrth v/as 24,90 i 0,13 inches (l73 observations) 
and their birth v/eight -sras 46,0 + 0,8 pounds (202 observations). The 
differences betvreen Sindhi and cross bred males in height and treight 
at birth •viere not significant, iteiong the cross bred niale animals, the 
differences attributable to the four breeds of European cattle and to 
the proportion of European blood -srere significant at the one per cent 
level, Tho differences duo to interactions bet;reen those two variables 
v/ere not significant, 
Tlie mean heights of Sindhi and cross bred female calves from birth 
to three years are presented, 5?hQ average vrither height of fenale 
Sindhi calves was 24.85 J 0,15 inches (103 observations) at birth and 
43,94 i 0,37 inches (18 observaticais) at three years. The lieight of 
feroale cross bred calves was 24,94 i 0,10 inches (298 observaticjns) 
at birth and 44,41 jfc 0,21 inches (67 observations) at three jrears. 
The difforenoes between the fevo groups -were not significant at any age. 
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Analys&s of variance for height at birth, at six, 12, 24 and 36 months 
"ivas carried cut. The differences attributable to the breeds of 
European cattle TJore significant (one per cent level) at birth and at 
three years, while the differences due to proportions of blood of 
Kuropoan breeds ivore significant (mo per cent level) at birtli only. 
The average vreiGht of Sindhi fe^nales v/as 4-2,5 4; Oi8 poimds at 
birth (115 observations) and 446,5 + 13,6 poands at tiiro years (53 
observations). The raoan weights of cross bred fe:nales ii»are 44.7 + 0,6 
pounds (3G5 dDsorvations) aiid 500,5 i 6,8 pounds (l94 obsenrations) 
respectively at birth aad at t\70 years. 
-ilaalysQs of variance for weights at each ago observed fiore carried 
out for 233 fenalos vxho liad continuous records froni birth to tivo years, 
Tlie 7.iQan weights of Sindhi and cross bred fenale oalvas nere signif­
icantly different at all ages studied except at one and four months. 
The Isvel of significance exceeded -was five per cent at birth, at tvro 
and three months and one per cent at 5, 6, 12 and 24 months. 
The differences in the vreight of cross bred female calves, attrib­
utable to the varj-ing proportions of blood of Suropaan breeds, v-xsre not 
significant at two months. They were significant at the five per cent 
level at three and six months and at the cno per cent level at other 
ages, Tlie differences du© to breeds of European cattle v/ere not signif­
icant at 24 months J but ivore significant at the five per cent level at 
five fuid sire months and at th© one per cent level at birth, at one, two, 
three, four, 12 and 24 moiaths. The differences du© to interactions 
betvreen these two variables -were not significant at emy £ige. 
Analyses of oovarianoe betv^een Tiiieiiihts of the female calves at 
different ages tJere carried out. The weights at earlier ages were 
considered independent variables. The errors of estiinate from re­
gressions of Yieights at later ages on vreights at earlier ages have 
been presented. The results shoired tiiat the mean squares in the errors 
of estimate between oindhi and crosses -were generally significant at 
the five per cent level of probabilities. 
In the data for crosses, the error mean squares for differences 
betv/een proportions of blood of European cattle "were generally signif­
icant at the one per cent level of probabilities. This indicated that 
a knoi'/ledge of such differences at earlier ages was not valuable in 
predicting such differences at later ages. 
llie differences due to breeds tended to follow the pattern of 
differonees at earlier ages when the animals were older but not T.3hen 
they were young, Tlie differences due to interactions betvsreen these 
two variables generally followed the pattern of such differences at 
tlie early ages. 
Tlae lack of significant interactions indicated that the genetic 
factors motivating grwrfch in height and weight were additive in nature. 
The data on the height and the weight shoived tlmt the Guernsey 
crosses did not grotf so well as others. The Holstein-I-Viesian crosses 
grew to be the largest animals. Of the four types of cross breds studied, 
the growth of Jersey crosses was most similar to that of Sindhi animals. 
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The data also shoived that tho aiiiimls v/ith 50 per cent European blood 
Jmd tho fastest growth and tiaat animals with 75 per cent blood of 
Turopean breeds -were gonorally unttu'if't^''. 
Tlioro •was some evidence that the influence of maternal ©nvirorcnont 
ms strong at birth, but wore out as animls grew older. The data also 
showed that the heterosis of dam -was acoompaniod by heavy vjeights of 
calves at birth; but the heterosis of calf ms o.ssociated v/ith greater 
gains in T/eight at later ages. 
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